










There are three things that Stoddard boasts as tourist attractions---
Stoddard Rocks, the Twin Arch Bridge, and the newest attraction, the
Scotch Highland Cattle of Pitcher Mountain Farm.
Dr. James M. Faulkner's Pitcher Mountain Farm introduced this pure
breed to New England and sparked the growing interest in Highlanders
throughout New England and New York, and Pennsylvania.
Like our hardy forefathers, these long-haired, long-horned Highlanders
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This town report is prepared and put together by the town officials of
Stoddard to give the tax payer a picture of how his town is run, and how
taxes are used.
Inventories
All property owners must complete and file with the Selectmen an
inventory of taxable property each year by April 15th of that year. Late
filing means loss of right to appeal your taxes, plus a $10 penalty fee.
These strict measures, set up by NH RSA (Revised Statutes Annotated)
74:7-a also dictate that failure to properly sign or complete the inventory
invalidates it.
Roads and Buildings
Resurfacing or tarring of all currently tarred town roads, is needed in
1980, and there is an article in the warrant to accomplish this.
All town buildings are in need of paint this year, and again, there is an
article in the warrant for the voters to indicate their choice.
Residency
Selectmen are the sole arbiters of who becomes a resident. A number of
people attempt to gain residency for many wrong reasons; e.g., lower cost
of vehicle registration, insurance, and resident charges of schooling, as
opposed to more expensive non-resident status.
The determination of one's residence or domicile is a question of factual
physical presence, incorporating an intention to reside for an indefinite
period. Further, domicile is that place which one dwells on a continuing
basis for a significant portion of each year. The intention to reside and
the actual physical presence must coincide. The mere fact that someone
intends to make a town his domicile is insufficient. The person must
actually live there now.
Taxes
In 1977, the town voted to adopt an Intent to Build ordinance with a
penalty assessed for non-compliance. There are a goodly number of
property owners in Stoddard who are not aware of this law. The law
applies to any new building or major change in present buildings, or new
additions; e.g., chimneys, fireplaces, woodsheds, garages, etc. Whenever
a property owner adds to property and doesn't file and intent to build,
they are dumping their share of the tax load on all the other taxpayers.
The ideal tax is fair and it is equitable. However, it seems there are
inevitably inequities in property assessments, and your selectmen recognize
these inequities, and we constantly strive to eliminate them. To this end,
all three selectmen attended a one-week intensive course on assessing at
Plymouth State College, conducted by the New Hampshire State Division
of Revenue Administration. We have spent a great deal of time this past
year on sight assessing, and there is more to come.
The assessment of taxes is the item about which we received the most
complaints, and usually the complaint is that our assessment is too high.
We feel there exist too many low assessments. This indicates that the
Town needs a revaluation. To our knowledge, it has never had one, and
we have inserted an article in the warrant for this purpose.
We have inserted an article in the warrant which, if passed, would allow
the town to send out semi-annual tax bills in June and December, which
action would obviate the need for borrowing in anticipation of taxes.
We remind you that the greatest portion of your taxes go to support of
schools and county.
Town Dump
Our dump sticker system has proved workable and has lessened our
previous dump problems. However, we are ever aware that there can be a
drastic change in our present dump setup, and we are searching for
another site or method for dealing with garbage and trash.
We invested most of our Revenue Sharing Funds in the purchase of a
bucket loader, which facilitates our dump maintenance. We remind our
taxpayers that new dump stickers must be obtained for 1980, and picked
up in May, 1980.
Purchase Orders
With advice of town counsel , we instituted a system of purchase orders
for all town departments which, for the most part, has worked well.
Insurance
We requested an overhaul of all our town insurances, and at this time
have contracted for more realistic insurance coverage for all town
property, with the exception of the new school, with no increase in cost.
Emergencies
A word concerning the protection of property and life—our police
department has become more professional as demands upon them have
increased. Now Stoddard prosecutes its own cases in court, and obtains a
high rate of conviction, a fact which deters the professional criminal.
Our Fire Department personnel have worked diligently to bring their
training and equipment to a state most successfully designed to meet
Stoddard's needs.
The Fire and Police Departments had printed telephone labels made up
with the Mutual Aid emergency number imprinted, 352-1100. We advise
our townspeople to use this number for any emergency need. One call
puts a fine-honed machine into action. Professional dispatchers, on duty
around the clock, are trained to put together all the parts of an emergency
or rescue, be it fire, police, ambulance, drowning, and medical, including
poisoning, heart and stroke attacks, respiratory needs, and E.M.T.'s, and
the necessary equipment, you pay for this service with your taxes---depend
on it and use it.
Also, for your convenience, we list here the name and phone numbers
of often utilized town officers:
Dog Officer - Fleming, Donald W. 446-3987
Health Officer - Doris L. Tattle 446-3926
Once again, we remind the voters of this fine town that they are the







The PoUs wUl be open from 1:00 P. M. to 7:00 P. M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire
in said State, quaUfied to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Eleventh day of March, next at one of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard
on Tuesday, the eighteenth day of March at 7:00 of the clock in the
afternoon to act upon Articles 2 through 43.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,885 to defray town charges for the ensuing year.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 for the Highways and Bridges for the ensuing year.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6000 for snow removal for the ensuing year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8000 for the general expenses of the Highway Department for the
ensuing year.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$359.24 for T.R.A. so called.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $350
for the maintenance of public landings.
8. To see if the Town will vote to approve a control ordinance to post
speed limits for the Town.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4700 for the maintenance of the Fire Department for the ensuing year.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1300 for the purchase of new equipment for the Fire Department.
11
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2000 to be used as a Capital Reserve Fund for the Fire Department.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4000 for the maintenance of the Police Department for the ensuing year.
13. To see if the Town will vote to have lights installed on Shedd Hill
Road, and to raise such monies as will be needed for such operation. (By
Petition)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1500 for street lights for the ensuing year.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise an appropriate the sum of
$83.00 for the support of the Monadnoek Region Association.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1600 for the maintenance of the Public Library.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8000 for the Town Dump.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes,
19. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
receive, and expend Federal or State grants, which may become available
during the course of the year, and also to accept and expend money from
any other gevernmental unit or private source to be used for purposes for
which the town may legally appropriate money.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$163 to support the services of the Community Health Clinic of the
Monadnoek Family and Mental Health Service.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$485 as its fair share of the operating costs of the Cheshire Health and
Social Services, Inc.
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire one
competent person to update the town tax map, and to raise the sum of
$600 for this purpose.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$388 as the Town's share for the studies and operation of the
Southwestern New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.
24. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a Class V Road (old
Route 123) off both sides of Route 9, presently blocked off from public
use. Section 83 and 84 on State Road Map.
25. To see if the Town will vote to have taxes billed biannually, such
bills to be mailed in June and December.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7000 to paint the Town buildings.
.27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8100 to resurface all tar roads, and authorize the Selectmen to withdraw
this amount from Revenue Sharing.
28. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to blacktop the area in front of and beside the new Fire
Station.
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29. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit conversion of seasonal
dwellings to permanent homes unless septic systems meet state
specifications.
30. To see if the Town will vote to restrict or restrain all dogs from
running at large from December 15 to April 15 each year. RSA 466:29.
31. To see if the Town will vote to petition the Department of Revenue
Administration to make a complete reappraisal of land and buildings
within the Town to equalize valuation in accordance with the law, and
raise $10,000 to be placed in a capital reserve fund for this purpose.
32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a
deputy Treasurer, if necessary. RSA 41:27
33. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a
3-man Highway Commission to work in conjunction with the Selectmen
and the Highway Supervisor.
34. To see if the Town will vote to appoint three persons to a cemetery
committee, such committee to be appointed this year by the Selectmen,
and in following years to be elected by ballot.
35. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a
deputy Town Clerk.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6000 for the purchase of special tires for the loader, and to authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw $2100 from the capital reserve fund for this
purpose, the Selectmen to be agents for this sum, and the balance of
$3900 to be withdrawn from the Revenue Sharing Fund.
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
Money to repair the old town truck. (Estimated cost $1000)
38. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the appointment of a
Deputy Tax Collector, and what method of compensation should be
adopted.
39. To see if the Town will vote to have the janitor appointed by the
Selectmen instead of by ballot.
40. To see if the Town will vote to eliminate the post of Liquor Agent
from the ballot.
41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500 for Civil Defense.
42. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by
bid the old school fence, 4WD highway department truck, and the town
pistol.
11
43. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to post
restrictions on parking at the Town Landings.
Given under our hands and seal, this Twenty-sixth day of February, in





































Library 1,800.00 1,276.00 1,600.00
Public Welfare
Town Poor 2,300.00 1,141.00 3,000.00
Patriotic Purposes
Memorial & Old Home Day 40.00 67.00 75.00
Unclassified
Damages & Legal Expenses 800.00 664.00 800.00
Advertising &
Regional Assoc. 493.00 493.00 500.00





Prin. long term notQS &
bonds 11,200.00 12,200.00
Int. long term notes &
bonds 600.00 520.52
Int. on temporary loans 650.00 2,385.00 2,300.00
Captial Outlay:
Bucket loader 12,236.00
New school road gravel 4,456.00
Payment to Capital
Reserve Fund
Bucket Loader Fund 14,137.00 14,137.00




National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes




Meals & Rooms Tax




From Local Sources, Except Taxes
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Bus. Licenses, Permits &
Filing Fees
Rent of Town Property






New School Road 1.900.00
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
Withdrawal from
Capital Reserve 12,236.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 14.137.00 14,137.00
Total Revenues & Credit 75,833.12 100.064.17 46,612.50
FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Fiscal Year Ended Dec. 31, 1979
or





Yield Tax Security Deposits 5 ,562.71
Cash on Hand December 31, 1979 $43,918.44
Capital Reserve Funds: 2,213.20
UNREDEEMED TAXES
Levy of 1976 122.75
TOTAL 122.75
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
Levy of 1979 - inc. Resident Taxes 89,349.34




Current Surplus Dec 31, 1978





ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
Bills Outstanding - Welfare
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't)
School District Tax Payable






















Forest Land Reimbursement 2.50
Business Profit Tax Reimbursement 3,278.22
TOTAL $ 17,331.43
LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 13,464.50
Dog Licenses 541.90
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 49.00
Rent of Town Property 205.00
Interest Received on Deposits 2,404.11
Income from Departments 109.00
TOTAL INCOME $ 16,773.51
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 125,000.00
Insurance Adjustments 98.00
Refunds 2,258.24
Withdrawals form Capital Reserve Funds 12,236.72
Yield Tax Security Deposits 3,950.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 143,542.96
FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
Revenue Sharing 4,921.00
Int. on Investment of Revenue Sharing 648.48
TOTAL $ 5,569.68
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $ 348,098.32
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1979 107,132.70
GRAND TOTAL $ 455,231.02
PAYMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers' Salaries $ 5,867.38
Town Officers' Expenses 8,686.21
Election & Registration Expenses 326.26
Town Hall & Other Building Expenses 3,880.44
TOTAL $ 18,760.29
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY














Town Maintenance • '
Street Lighting









Memorial Day - Old Home Day
TOTAL
UNCLASSIFIED
Damage & Legal Expenses
Advertising & Regional Assoc.





























Pavnient on 'fax Anticipation Notes $ 125.000.00
Principal 12,200.00
Interest 520.52




Payment to Capital Reserve Funds 14,137.72





PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIV.
Taxes paid to County 45,563.04
Payment to School District 127,167.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIV.$ 172,730.04
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES 416,875.73








Public Utilities - Electric 181,060.00
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed S 15,511,827.00
Net Valuation on Which Tax is Computed $ 15,511,827.00
TAX RATE
$ 1.39 per $ 100 Valuation
Proportionate Tax Rate
micipal
INVENTORY OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1979
1. Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 114,444
Furniture and Equipment 1,666
2. Libraries, Lands and Buildings 16,000
Furniture and Equipment 2,777
3. Police Department
Equipment 5,000
4. Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 88,888
Equipment 2,222
5. Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 10,555
Equipment 31,100
Materials and Supplies 2,500
6. Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 25,000
7. Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 147,000
8. All Lands and Buildings acquired through Tax
Collector's deeds:
Lot tfl6, 11, 93 HLS ' 6,000
Lot ;i^279, 380 HLS 4,000
Lot /^502, 503 HLS 4,000
Lot #60 3,000
Lot #10, B7-U3 NHLS 660
Baldwin Lot, 70 Acres, E. King St., Lot #11 4,200
9. Fire Trucks 63,000
10. Old Fire Station 40,000
Total $572,012
SCHOOL BUILDING CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Cash 1978 19 Sep 79 1979
Savings Account 17,310 17,948 —0—
NOTE: This Account was closed on 19 Sep 79
and used for the new school.
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
DOGS LICENSED










































































































REPORT OF THE STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
The Stoddard Planning Board, which meets the first Tuesday of each month
at the Town Hall at 7:00 P.M., has had a relatively busy year.
A total of six subdivisions were approved during the year by the Board.
Among the subdivisions was a gift of 382 acres from Thurston V. Williams and
family to the N. H. Society for the Protection of NH Forests, for conservation
purposes.
Considerable progress has been made on the Master Plan. With the special
help of the 4-H Clubs, questionnaires were delivered to all residents, and a
tabulation of results showed that the majority of the respondents favor Stoddard
as a rural town. Thirty-six percent favored planned growth, with sixty-six
percent favoring regulations limiting growth.
On May 23, a pubUc hearing to consider the Master Plan was held by the
Planning Board, with only eight residents in attendance.
Alan Plumb, who is retained by the Tovm to keep the maps up to date, keeps
the Board abreast of any changes. We vdsh to remind you that any change in
boundaries must be reported to the Plarming Board.
The Board accepted, v^th regret, the resignation of Nicholas Brett, who had
been ably serving as Chairman. Mr. Brett has moved to Cormecticut. The Board
was also sorry to receive the resignation of Alice Hamilton, who plarmed to
spend the vidnter in California.
Present members of the Board are Frances Rumrill, Nathaniel Ireland, Carl
Laurier, Bruce Cutting, John Lightbody, Jr., and Mary Lou Eaton. Warren Tracy
serves as the Selectman Board member.
This year. Board members will run for election, ending the practice of





REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Detailed Statement of Receipts
FROM LOCAL SOURCES:
Helen B. McClure, Tax Collector
1978 Property Tax
1978 Inventory Penalties




















Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Business Profits Tax
Meals & Rooms Tax






































Stacy J. Eaton: Rent of Old Fire Station 40.00
John Lightbody. Jr.: Grader Hire 60.00
Louise Blaisdeil: Checklist 2.00
Wood Fiber, Inc. :subdivision Regulations 2.00
Edward Murdough: Release of Property 1.00
Eaton's General Store: Overpayment on Food Bill 24.96
John Duffy: Reimbursement to Town for Power Saw 54.50
Michael Eaton: Reimbursement to Town for Shotgun 167.07






Loan: Anticipation of Taxes
Interest on Loan
INDIAN HEAD NATIONAL BANK:












Preparing Tax Sale Deed
Paul K. C-eddes 50.00
Bragdon, Berkson & Mangiones 50.00
RECORD SEARCH:
John Howard 2.00
Whalen B. Dunn 2.00
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY:
Refund & Interest on




Revenue Sharing for Town Equipment
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT:
Appropriation for School Road
TOTAL Cash Received
CASH on Hand, Jan. 1, 1979
LESS Selectmen's Orders Paid









SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR TOWN EQUIPMENT
Deposited in Keene Savings Bank $ 14,137.72
Withdrawn for purchase of Front End Loader 12,236.72






(For Current Year's Levy)
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1979
- DR. -
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
Property Taxes




























abatements made during year;
Property Taxes $ 829.41




UNCOLLECTED TAXES-Dec. 31. 1979:
(As per Collector's List)




TOTAL CREDITS $ 234,001.26
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1978
DR.
UNCOLLECTED TAXES-As of Jan. 1, 1979:
Property Ta^es $ 20,898.52








DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAXES $ 606.62





REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DEC. 31. 1979
Property Taxes
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
DR.
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes - Jan. K 1979 $ 122.75








ABATEMENTS DURING YEAR $ 59.13
DEEDED TO TOWN DURING YEAR $42.17
UNREDEEMED TAXES
DECEMBER 31, 1979 $21.45
TOTAL CREDITS $ 12 2.75




December 31, 1979 and 1978
1979
Cash
REPORT OF TOWN AUDITORS
Fiscal Year Ending Dec. 31, 1979 (June 30, 1980)
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Fund Balances


























$ 6150.00 $ 2213.20
AUDITORS REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the books of the Selectmen,
Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer and the Road Agent of the Town of
Stoddard, N. H. for the year ending December 31, 1979 and find them





POLICE DEPARTMENT YEARLY REPORT
Nineteen Seventy-nine saw the revamping and organization of a very busy
police department. In addition to a record-keeping and filing system being
implemented, another officer was sworn in by the town clerk. This brings the
size of the department to five officers.
Jack Zeller of Forest Road, was Sworn in during November, and brings
considerable talent with him for investigative police work. He works full time for
the Keene PoUce Department, Patrol Division, and brings additional ability to
Stoddard to help the department cope with the ever increasing crimes against
homes and properties.
Burglaries and vandaUsm absorb most of our police time, aside from motor
vehicle accidents. The emphasis is put into these crimes, rather than on motor
vehicle violators. Twenty-one buildings were burglarized in 1979, all but four of
which were conclusively solved, resulting in four felony arrests.
Vandalism, of course, continues to be essentially a juvenile problem. It is
hoped that with five officers, this coming year will see more preventive patrol,
with attendant EARLY discovery of crime, which helps immeasurably in solving
cases.
Our one major equipment procurement in 1979 was the purchase of three
police shotguns, which are taken by officers in intrusion alarms, weapons calls,
and other dangerous incidents. These have become rather standard issue for
many departments, and I am pleased to have them for your officers' safety. In
conjunction with this. Jack Zeller is implementing a weapons training program
for the department, as he is a KPD armorer, and a certified FBI combat weapons
instructor.
Hal Brown completed an advanced divers course, giving the department two
certified divers, both of whom were called on once in search for stolen property.
It is my intention to send at least one officer per year to various pohce
schools for different discipUnes. This, at very moderate expense, will greatly
increase your department's efficiency and know-how, and at the same time serve
as an incentive to serve the town.
It is also my hope this year to set up a schedule to assure that there is
ALWAYS an officer in town. With a part-time department, this is not always
feasible, but I hope to have it worked our within a month or two. As always, the
number to call for any problem or question you may have for the police is
352-1 100. We may not be at home, but Mutual Aid will always put you in touch
with one of us. They also do inter-agency police dispatching when necessary, so
-35 -
please, call that number first.
As always, the residents of Stoddard have been more than supportive and
helpful. Without your participation and cooperation, crimes cannot be solved or
brought to our attention. I thank you all for the support you have given the
Pohce Department. We are looking forward to working with you this next year.
A partial statistic list for 1979 is hsted here for your interest:
Total number of police calls: 294
Arson 2
Motor Vehicle Accidents 14





Burglary in Progress , 5
Burglaries 21
Disturbances 4




Arrests for Other Departments 4
Summons Issued 17
Assist Other Departments 10
Respectfully submitted,
Daniel A. Eaton, Constable
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UBRARIAN'S REPORT
Regular library hours for 1979 were held Thursday evenings from 7:00 to
9.00 P.M.
We would like to thank all those people who donated books during the past
year.
The exterior of the Ubrary was painted during the past year and the floor
tiles in the reading romm, office, and hall were replaced in 1978. We are working
to maintain the aesthetically pleasing appearanceof the Hbrary and of the town
as a whole.
There were many new faces at the library in 1979; new patrons joined us
month after month. There was little decline in total circulation despite the fact
that the elementary school children have had no regular visiting hours during the
school week since the school year started in September. We would stiU like to
encourage more use of the Ubrary by townspeople of all ages.
Alan Rumrill, Librarian
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY & TRUSTEES
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1978
Nelson Fund $ 262.44
Cash on Hand 1.39 $ 263.83
Receipts:
Interest on Nelson Fund 68.93
Dues on Overdue books 7.36 76.29
$ 340.12
Expenses:
Supplies & Postage $ 4.48
Books - Tildens & Josten's 27.79
NHLTA & Meetings 21.00 $286.85
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1979
Nelson Fund $ 282.58
Cash on Hand 4.27 $ 286.85
Joan Read, Frances Rumrill, Lena Vaillancourt — Library Trustees
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STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Stoddard Historical meetings were held this year at the Town Hall May
20th. August 20th. and November 19th. Marjorie and Aubrey McMahon
showed a film and spoke on the Smithsonian Institution at our May
meeting.
At the annual meeting in August Marjorie Smith, was our guest
speaker. She showed a film on the History and Nostalgia of a Small
Town.
Calvin Frink at our November meeting showed slides and talked on
Wild Flowers of New Hampshire.
The Historical Building and Hearse House were open Sundays, through
July and August, with Mrs Pherobe Wilson and Mrs. Harriet Perkins in
attendance.
The Society has a display case on loan from the City of Keene in which
Alan Rumrill has compiled a display of local military memorabilia.
Dr. James M. Faulkner, had a complete set of Town Reports bound for
the Society. They are available for research purposes.
Old Home Days were held on the 13th, 14th, and 15th of July this year.
Our meetings are held the 3rd Mondays of February, May, August, and





THE STODDARD FIRE DEPARTMENT
The past year has been a very busy one for us.We answered twenty-nine calls
which were as follows: six structure fires, eight cover trucks, thirteen rescue
calls, two car or boat fires, two chimney fires, one tree on the v^res, one
dump fire and two flooded cellars.
The department membership has increased by seven and we would welcome
anyone else who would like to join. The Rescue Squad has also increased
with the addition of Kathleen Fleming, Betty Weaver and Judy Hayes.
With the help of our Forest Fire Warden, Lewis Clark, the department has
obtained from the State a 1968 l^^ton Jeep truck to replace the 1951 Ford
truck which we had from them. Balcom Goodspeed has also donated a 300
gallon tank which will go in the truck to hold water, making the Jeep our
forest fire unit.
As usual we would like to thank everyone who donated time or money in
the past year as it is appreciated. We would also Uke to remind everyone that
we provide chimney cleaning and cellar and well pumping services to the
townspeople. Arrangements can be made by calling Chief Canfield at
446-3405.
Rick Canfield - Chief
Donald Fleming — Deputy Chief
Henry Bingham - Captain




Type of Calls Acted Upon No. of Calls
Complaint of dogs running loose or stay 3
Dog attacks (on other dogs) 2
Transport to Humane Society 1
Dogs caught and returned to owner 3
Visits to dog owners 6
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UNCOLLECTED 1978 RESIDENT TAXES






UNCOLLECTED 1979 RESIDENT TAXES
*Paid after January 1, 1980
Adams, Jay H. 10.00
Ames, Anne M. 10.00




Carey, Carmen P. 10.00
Champney, Ethel 10.00
Champney, John 10.00
Clem, Roy V. 2nd. 10.00
Clem, Celeste C. 10.00
Colman, F. Craig 10.00
Colman, Deborah 10.00
Crothers, Richard Bruce 10.00
Crothers, David 10.00
Duffy, Debbie * 10.00
Duffy, Jeffrey * 10.00
Fogg, Mark W. 10.00
Fowler, Randy 10.00
Gladu, PhiHp 10.00
High, Deborah L. 10.00
HoUand, Donald * 10.00
Holland, Priscilla * 10.00
Holland Kenneth R. 10.00
Holmes, Lawrence Jr. 10.00
Holmes, Evelyn A. 10.00
Jumper, Susan 10.00
Kennedy, Gale W. 10.00
Mildice, Wayne 10.00
Murphy, Edward J. 10.00
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Matthews, William B. 3rd. * 10.00
Matthews, Dawn F. * 10.00
Nagy, Ferenc N. 10.00









Sweeney, Janice - 10.00
Theim, Paul H. 10.00














Roger Lincoln Wood, Jr.
Thomas William Dobson, II
Gordon Tucker Kent






DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICER'S SALARIES:
Leo J. Wallace, Moderator , $ 50.00
Joan Read, Town Clerk 500.00
Mary Lane, Treasurer 500.00
Joseph Patnode, Selectman 950.00
Charles Eaton, Selectman 710.00
W. Warren Tracy, Selectman 720.00
Helen B. McClure, Tax Collector 1817.38
Florence W. LaFargue, Auditor - 150.00
Edward LaFargue, Auditor 100.00
Earl F. Wesson, Selectman 190.00
180.00
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES:
New England Telephone, office phone 325.50
Evelyn S. Hubal, Register of Deeds, Transfer & notices57.56
G. H. Tilden' Inc. supplies 63.26
Keene Publishing Corp., checklists 10.70
Mary Lou Eaton, postage 225.00
Allan Plumb, research deed for School House lot 25.00
Stoddard Press, 550 Town Reports 1100.00
Treasurer State of New Hampshire, February audit 152.70
Homestead Press, supplies 274.07
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags 32.94
Charles Eaton, mail box, boat hire 32.36
Warren Tracy, office supplies 12.35
New Hampshire Municipal Assoc. 1979 Dues 210.00
Cheshire County Reg. of Deeds, Tax stamps & Transfers 5.3 1
Branham Publishing Co., Town Clerk Supplies 30.90
Donald Fleming, dog officer expenses 52.45
Alan Kendall's Office Supplies, calculator ribbon 3.00
New Hampshire Tax Collectors Assoc, Dues 12.00
Candlelight Press, Inc., index cards 5.25
U.S. Postal Service, postage 293.00
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg, Cemetery funds audit 375.00
Conn. Valley Office Machine, calculator & repairs 134.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 74.42
Equity Publishing Co., RSA books for Town Office 362.00
Treasurer State of New Hampshire, appraisal cards 4.05
S. W. N. H. Reg. Planning Comm. , Dues 255.68
Bradley & Talbot, Fees for Coll. Deeds 150.00
43-
$ 5,867.38
John Lightbody, Jr., Concord Conference 30.00
j
Mary Lane, typewriter ribbon 2.10
Monadnock Reg. Humane Society, dog cremation 15.00
^
New Hampshire City & Town Clerks Assoc, Dues 10.00
j
Guyette Sales & Service, supplies 54.50 \
New Hampshire Assoc, Assessing Officials, Dues 20.00
Joan Read, issuing auto permits 606.00
typing records 148.75 ,
postage 17.31 ;
attending convention, meetings and mileage 231.03 I
Vital Statistics 31.76
]
Helen B. McClure, invoice and clerical work 400.00 ;
Attending Swanzey & State Tax Meetings &
workshop 144.90
^
Tax sale expense 88.40
j




Attending Swanzey & State meetings & mileage 163.50 <
Charles Eaton, attending assessing & tax meetings,
hearings & mileage 489.02 ;
Concord meeting - loader 57.55
|
W. Warren Tracy, attending assessing & tax meeting &
mileage 684.85 :
reassessing and keys 188.33 I
Concord meeting - loader 38.00 i
Mary Lane, attending Swanzey meeting and mileage 40.30 i
Joseph Patnode, attending assessing & tax meetings
and mileage 529.74 i
Transport Vehicle to Stoddard 30.00
$ 8,592.04
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES:
Homestead Press, envelopes and warrants 24.64
Stoddard Press, 1979 Ballots and checklists 134.00
Keene Publishing Co., checklists 31.29
Barbara Rockwell,' ballot clerk 20.00
Barbara Cutting, Town Clerk duties 25.00
Louise Blaisdell, supervisor of check list 37.35
Daniel Eaton, supervisor of check list 6.00
Margaret Anderson, supervisor of the checklist 6.00
Dawn Matthews, supervisor of the check list 7.50
Joseph Patnode, supplies 12.41
Lena Vaillencourt, ballot clerk 20.00
G. H. Tildens Inc., supplies 2.07
-44
$ 326.26
TOWN HALL AND OTHER TOWN BUILDINGS:
Public Service Co.. ofN. H. .lights 367.36
Jeffrey Duffy, repair Town Hall furnace 191.03
John Duffy, keys 3.00
Elm City Oil Col. Inc.. oil 1725.41
Alan Runirill. care of lawns 51.00
Joseph Patnode. keys 1.78
John Duffy, work on Town Hall water pump 19.97
Keene Flooring Co.. Town Hall Floor 17.41
Kathy Fleming, Town Hall Floor 9.00
John W. Duffy, care of Town Hall 48.00
Troy Johnson Tree Service, removal of dead trees 290.00
Charles Eaton, supplies 5.41
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, supplies 6.45
W. Warren Tracy, light fixture 4.15
Kirsh Company, Town Hall furnishings 42.88
Perkins Home Center, light for Town Hall office 10.45
Economy Plumbing & Heating, furnace repair 969.06
$ 3.762.36
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
Daniel A. Eaton, constable wages and mileage 1731.58
Richard A. Shelburne, Inc.. 4 shotguns 649.75
vest and collar 139.50
mace refiller and equipment 124.97
Hal G. Brown, police work 228.00
Michael Eaton, police work 398.10
Stroshine Auto Parts. Inc.. flasher for police car 2.68
Wheeler Engineering Co.. strobe light 157.91
Treasurer State of N.H.. police radio repair, ext. refill 49.00
Eaton's General Store, supplies 12.14
Earl Rockwell, police work 141.78
R. L. Whitcomb. Inc., equipment 354.00
H & W Cumm. Inc.. radio repairs 7.25
State of N. H.. Dept. of Safety, police radio 116.56
Hm Brown. School for SCUBA 90.00
Motorola Inc.. radio comm. beeper 250.00
Charles Eaton, supplies 70.91
Jack Zeller, police work 39.42
PLANNING BOARD:





Dyna Med. Inc., first aid and rescue equipment 211.35
Public Service Co. Inc., lights 397.26
Elm City Oil Co. Inc.. oil 1247.03
R & R Comm. Inc., repairs, base station radios 545.17
H & E Comm. Inc., radio repairs 13.85
Sanel Auto Parts, parts for fire truck 44.46
Fire Chief Magazine, magazine 12.00
Benny's Auto Body, fire truck repairs 65.00
J. B. Vailiancourt, Inc., gasoline 95.91
Treasurer State of New Hampshire, equipment 214.26
Donald Fleming, steel for tanker 38.00
Lewis Clark, Warden's training meeting 100.05
Weaver's Garage, inspections 20.00
Eaton's General Store, supplies 11.38
W. S. Darley & Co., supplies 58.33
Rick Canfield, batteries, license plates 21.39
Averson Ross Co., badges 137.00
H. L. Holden Co., Inc., steel 9.00
Motorola Comm. & Elec, base station,
monitors and labor 1799.98
Perkins, supplies 13.51
Masiello Insurance Agency, insurance 88.00
Civic Supply Co., markers and labels 118.25
Marian Graves Corp., oxygen cylinders 136.40
N. H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co.
recharge fire ext., 2 cylinders 42.00
Southwestern N.H. Dist., telephone listings 29.00
Meadowwood Training School 60.00
Rick Canfield, Salary 365.00
OLD SCHOOL HOUSE:






National Sheriffs Assoc, liability insurance
Masiello Ins. Agency, Town Officers Bonds
Masiello Ins. Agency, Town Hall Insurance










W. Warren Tracy, transportation 46.35
Stoddard Carr & Carriage, transport CD. Vehicles 30.00
HEALTH DEPT., including HOSPITALS:
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Services,
1979 Appropriation
North Cheshire County Home Health Service,
1979 Appropriation
OLD FIRE STATION:
Public Service Co., N. H., lights
Elm City Oil Co. Inc., oil
TOWN DUMP:
John W. Duffy, care of dump / 3588.00
Town of Washington, use of dump 600.00
Hillsboro Lumber Co., shovel 15.75
Treasurer State of N. H. , license renewal 35.00
Thurston William, dump lease renewal 1300.00
John Lightbody, Jr., dump work 55.00
Keene Shopper News, dump notices 61.15
Land Contractors Co., bulldozing & covering dump 1194.00
Michael Hayes, burning dump 27.00
William Read, Sr., care of dump 69.00
Merrimack Farmers Exchange Inc., fence 25.15
Keene Publishing Corp., dump notices 41.96
TOWN ROAD MAINTENANCE:
Summer, see Highway Dept. Report
Winter, see Highway Dept. Report
TOWN ROAD AID:
Treasurer State of N. H., TRA
STREET LIGHTING:







e;i NFRAL EXPENSES OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
j. B. \aillancourt. gas 1817.45
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc.. tires 570.58
Sawvcr Foundry Co. cutting edges. plowparts & freight825.63
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. parts and supplies
Public Service Co of N. H.. lights
B A; B Chains Co., chains
N. E. Oxygen, 2 cylinders, tank rental
Keene Sand and Gravel, sand
John Lightbody, Jr., truck hire, loader hire &
maintenance
Tavlor Rental, rent trans, jack, rent wood chipper
Eaton's General Store, supplies
\V. S. Darley Co.. supplies
Land Contractors, haul grader
Wayne Mildice, ditch work and repairs
Gerald K nicely, gravel
Vern McCombs, repairs, grading & painting
Jordan Milton Machine, parts
Hill's Welding, welding rod -
LIBRARY:
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
Cheshire Oil, gas
Alan Rumrill, Librarian & janitor work
lawns and painting
The Toadstool Inc., books
Cochrans Book Store, books
W. E. Aubuchon Co., Inc., glazing compound


























Treasurer State of N. H., N. H. Dept. of Welfare 663.54
N. H. Div. Health & Welfare Doe, Harton & Barton 428.00
Eaton's General Store, groceries Town Poor 24.96
Charles Eaton, assessing & hearing expenses 24.96
RECORD SEARCH:







Alan Kendall's, flags 66.80 $ 66.80
ADV. NOTICE JUNK YARD HEARING:
Keene Publishing Corp., hearing notices 10.49
$ 10.49
TAX MAP:
Allan Plumb, tax map update 600.00
$ 600.00
DOG OFFICER:
S.P.C.A. of N. H.,dog officer law book 5.00
DAMAGE BY DOGS: $ 5.00
Bradley & Talbot, legal expenses 664.00
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Monadnock Region Assoc, region adv. 75.00
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS & REFUNDS:
Mary Lane, overpayment, 1978 registrations 30.56
Clark Sager, Veteran exemption rebate 50.00
Claremont Lumber Co., yield tax deposit rebate 534.66
Michael Eaton, refund 1978 taxes & interest 247.12
Robert & Florence Purdy, refund 1978 taxes &interestl 73.83
YIELD TAX DEPOSIT:
Helen B. McClure, deposit 3769.94
INTEREST:
Indian Head National Bank, interst on temporary loan 61.47
NEW SCHOOL ROAD:
Don Avery, clearing road
Troy Johnson Tre Service, chipping brush
John Lightbody, Jr., Road work








LAND. BUILDING. NEW EQUIPMENT:
Grappone. Inc.. 1966 front end loader
FEMPORARY LOANS:
Ashuelot National Bank, loan & interest







Indian Head National Bank, fire truck note





Treas. State of N. H., Bond & Debt retirement tax 345.93
State dog tax 53.00
Treas. of Cheshire County, Stoddard Assessment 44,927.00




Stoddard School District. 1978




REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
WINTER
PAYROLLS:
John Lightbody. Jr.. wages & truck hire
Gordon Garnett. wages
Wayne Mildice. wages




Keene Sand & Gravel, sand
Sawyer Foundry Co. Highway equipment
Land Contractors Co.. Bulldozer rent
Moving charge














Bergevin's Truck Sales, parts & repairs 277.38
PAYROLLS:






Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Res. Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Abert, Jane P.
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Brown. Derek A; Elizabeth Home Place
Veteran
Brown, Elizabeth
Brown. Hal G. & Charlanne Densmore House Ld
2 Sheds
Brown, Charlanne T.
Buffum, Stanley G. &
Michale A.
Buffum. Michele
Bughee. Leon R. Sc
Maslrianni, Dominic
Bull, Melvin L. A; Avis
Burl, Allen C. A; Ruth B.
Burt. Carllon. Jr.
Burt. Darlcnc M.














Carlisle. Dale \ Carol
Carlisle. Carol















Clark. Dorothy <N; James
Clark. Lewis A.
Jean B.
Anderson Land & Cott.
Home Place & Barn
250' IP & Camp
Taylor L. Camp & Shed
Lot 2 & 8 & Cott. IP
Wife of Veteran
Home Place & Garage





























Cutting, Bruce C. &
Barbara K.
Cutting, Barbara K.





Delnero, Kenneth A. &
Ruth G.
delnero, Ruth




DeGiacomo, Anthony P. &
Wozniak, Suzanne T.
Doe, Richard














Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Upton Land & Buildings
Lot 7 Dev. D.235' 'ip

















Fiske. Arthur i.V Eunice
Dt'scription and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Land & Buildings 34176
Veteran
Irask Land lV Cottage 13400
100' GL i Home 22760
150' HLCott. & Shed 13990




















Fuller, Wayne & Carrie
Fuller, Carrie




Garnett, Gordon A. &
Zelasny. Jean


















Hayes. Michael & Judith
150' HLCott. & Shed 13060
Lots 5A & 6 & 7 A; 8 8150
Pepperville Place 8670
10' Carr Land HL & 7900
Marina. Home Place
Veteran
Home Place & Deck 15310
Lot 42, PIS, 50' HL &65' HL> 2500
Lot 42A PIS & Cott. 12490
Home Place & Barn 13310
Home Place & Shed 8000
Lot 24 P1S,60' HL
Namt: Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate













LaClair. Alice A. &
Clayton R.




Lambert. Robert P. Jr.
Lane. Mary M.
Lang. Charles O.
Laurier. Carl & Susanna
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
200' HL Merriwoode. 25290
Lot 3 & Home Place
Home Place & Shed 10930
Cottage & Reed Land IP 37500





Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Res. Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Mauer. F.dward J. iS:
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Res. Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Pollack, James R. Jv:
Cynthia A.
Pollack. Cynthia A.
Power, Harry R. c'v:
Beverly A.
Power, Bevcrlv A.





1 3,9 13124 182,42
4 27870 387.40
Pratt, Bradley C. SR. &
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Res. Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Rockwell. Barbara J.
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Res. Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Thoma, Elsie




Thorn, Walter C. &
Vivian M.
Thorn, Vivian M.















Wallace, Leo J. &
Julia M.
Washuta, John R. & Diane
Washuta, Diane










Wesson, Earle F. & Irene M
Whidden, Junie J. &
Edna C.
* Inventory Penalty Added
Home Place
1/3 int. in Land
Barbour Place, 1 part
of Nichols Ld. 150' inlet




Lot 21, LSU 100' 'hi
SUk House & Land & Shed
Veteran
Home Place, Pool House &
Pool
Lots 5 & 6 & Home Place
Lots 7A & 8A Dev. 1 IP
42'IP
Widow of Veteran
Lot 4, Plan A & Home
Place, 100' HL
Lot 1 & Camp
Home Place Lot 14
Carr Land 100' HL
Lot 14A Carr Land
Midway Ld. Route 9
Veteran
Home Place 95' HL
Stevens Land Off Rte. 9
Lot 3, Home PI. Rte. 9
Lots 1 & 2 DEV.M & Cott.
Garage & Shed, 283' IP
Griffin Land & House
Camp on Dead Brook 100'
Anderson Land & Camp
50' Swamp
150' HL & Cott. W. Side
Lot 5C & 5D & Boathouse
Home Place 100' HL
Lot 6 & 6A
Veteran
100' HL Lot 54, Sec. &
Camp
103' HL Lot 53 Sec. JLN
5%5
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Res, Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Whidden. Edna C.
Whittet. Kei>neth J. Jr.
Williams. Rodney
Woixl. Roger Jr.
Wotxi. Roger L. &
NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS
Name Description and Value of





AaDalen. Richard J. &
Sharon P.
Abbott. Marion G.
Albert. Edward C. &
Barbara
Abdow, Charles J.. Jr. &
Nancy M.
Alderman, Fraicis J. &
Elizabeth L.
Aldrich Mrs. Thomas B.
All Acres Developers &
Builders. Inc.
Alland, Stuart E.
Allen, Ouincy L. li:
Annie L.
Anderson. Bertha H. Heirs
Anderson. Edward M.
Anderson, John A. &
Claire E.
Anderson, Robert G. &
Julia M.
Angel, John H. A: Nancy J.
Anharstran. Stella M.
Aprile. Anthony J. &
Madeline










Atessi, David J. & Etals
Athearn. Ruth C. &
Chandler. Charles
Attridge. J. Milton
Atwood. Earl & Sadie
Ayotte. Ronald A. &
Diane M.
Babcock. Elizabeth T.
Bach. Charles R. i
Susan S.
Bach, Susan S.
Lot 1, Dev. E & Bldg.
235' IP
Lot 3, Dev. E 263' ip
150'cp 9 cottage
Lot 3 & Bldg., Whitney
Land near HL
Lot 54, Sheet 7 SDC
Part of Osgood Land
Whitney Land & Trailer,
King Street
Gore Land & 900' HL
Shedd Land & Cottage









Whitney Land. King St.
Lot 23, Sheet 7 SDC
Lot 226. P6S, Rev. 50' HL
Lot 5. Bl. Ul.NHLS
Holmes Land. Cott. & Shed
Lot 49 Whitney Land
Holmes Land. Cott. & Shed
Lot 49 Whitney Land
Lots. 30,31,31, King St.
Lots. 17,18,114.115, P1S,HLS
Lot 41 PIS, HLS &
Camp, 70' HL
James Robb Land &
& Home Place
Lot 9, Range 2
Anderson Ld. & Cott. HI
Lot 262, Sheet 17, SDC
Hanifin Land & Cotts. &
Garage, Dodgeland, Lot 28
Range 2 & 3
Tract'2, 510' HL
Lots 6iN:7 Freedman Dev.




















































































Baker, Donald D. &
Catherine
Baker. LTCoi. George &
Elma E.





Ballou, Gary F. & Duane G.
& Jason S.
Bangs, Paul F. & Beverly
Barker. Gerald B. &
Helen A.





Bates, James L. & Elizabeth
Bayer, Lee R. & Carol J.




Beck, Henry W. &
Elizabeth T.
Beckley, Jessie L.
Begnoche. Lionel V. &
Claudette T. & Kyle
Begnoche. Lionel V. &
Claudette T.
Begnoche, Kyle A.
Beeso. Michael & Rita
Behrens, John W. &
Joan A.
Bell, Jack R. &
Carolyn




Bennett, Floyd H. Sr. &
Floyd H. Jr.
Bergeron, Leo J. &
Lillian Z.
Bergeron, Leon J. &Mary V.
Bernier, Donald
Bernier. Richard Sr. &
Pauline
Bernier. Robert
Berube. Adelard & Jeanne
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
250' HL,"A" Frame Cott.
Lots 26 & 27, Sec. 1, Jenn.
Lot 9, HLA
Whitney Land Lot 50
Building on Lot 48
Lot 28B &Camp
Lot 3 & Cott. Dev. 1,100' IP
IT E. Side HL & Cott.
Intersection of King. S &
East Road
Buena Vista Cott. & 140' HL
54' HL & Camp




Lot 17 & Cottage 65' GL
74' IP & Camp
Murdough Land IP
Lots 90& 91, P2S, HLS
Backlots
'A O'Neil Land & Camp
Anderson Ld. D.B & Cott.
Name
Bethel, John E






Biondino. Ralph R. (i;
June M.
Birgers. Irnia. Obsenieka.
Anna i Ratnicks. Varis
Bissell. James H.




Blanehard. F.arle P. cV
Annette .S
Block. Stanley A \
Claire W.
Blodgett. Arthur M, \
Helen M.
Bloniberg, Raoul Bruce
Blod. S. David A:
Leila V.
Bodell, Dr. Benson .So Ruth
Bonctti. Joseph N. lV Ann M




Boudreau. Leo J. c^ Arline
Boudrieau. Peter A. &
Hazel E.
Bouley. Leo A. &
Violette
Bowlby. Mildred E. i
Coogan. Roberta
Boyea. E.J. & M.E.
Boynton. Roy E. Sr., &
Anna \.









Description and Value of
Real & Personal tstate
Lot 4, Dev.E 416.3' IP Pen.
Lot 14 & Cot}. 100' HL
Lot 44. Witney Ld.,King St.
Backlot
Holt Land, McClure Corner
Lot 1. Gray Assoc. Dev,
'/j Whipple Land & Camp
Lots 18&iq Sec. 3,
HL Backlot
Lots 11 & 12 PIS cS:
Cottage, 100' HL
Lots 118 i lit) P6S,
HLS Backlots
2 Lots, Priest Land, East
of GL Road, Backlots
Lot 230. Sheet 8, SDC Backl.
Lot 50, PIS, HLS 50'
HL & Shed
Lot 79 Sheet 29
Lot 78 Sheet 29 SDC
Lot 3, Dev. M 130' IP
160' HL& Cottages
Lots 47 & 48, Sec. 3,
HL Backlot
132' HL& Cottage
Blaisdell Land, Route 9
200' HL, Damon Land
Lot 7, Dev. A 30' IP
Lot 7A, Dev. A, IP Backlot
Lot 4 & Cott. 260' HL
Merriwoode Land
Lot 15. Lightbody Dev.
Lot 24. 150' HL
Lot 23, LSU, 100' HL
Winona Cottage, 282' HL
Lot 5, LSI'. 100' HL <.». Cott.
Lot 21 & Bldg. Whitney Ld.
Backlot it Trailer
Lot 10. Bl. U3,
NHLS Backlot
Lot 101, Sheet 5,
HLD Backlot
Lots 5 & 6 & Cottage,
Carr Land HL 200' on Cove
50' GL & Cottage
Lot 196, HLS & Camp, 50'
HL '/; Lot 197, HLS, 25' HL
65' HL, Damon Land &
Cottage
Lot 4B &i Camp, 100' HI,
Carr Land, PC
Lot 337, Sec. 2 B5, HL
Backlot, Jennings Land
Lot 7, Dev. B &
Camp, 223' IP




Brown, Fred M. Heirs
Brown, Hallowell, E. &
Jean E.
Brownrigg, Albert E. &
Irene A.
Buchan, Edward T. &
Kurpeski. Ann L.
Bureau, Napoleon








Butterfield, Robert M. &
Bilodeau, Donald F.
Byrne, Mary E.
Cahill, Dr. George F. Jr.
Cahill, Frances









Campbell, Robert H. &
Roslyn J.
Carlisle, Alfred & Gloria
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
lot 28. Camp&
Trailei, llC HL
8' GL, Wilson Land
200' GL & Cottage
Lot 4, G.L. Covewood,
Backlot
Lots 72, 73,74, 75,78A, Near
HL & Steel Building
Lot 50, Whitney Land,
Near HL, Backlot
Lot II, B7, U2,
NHLS Backlot
Lot 130, P2S,HLS Backlot
Lot 5, PIS &
HLS 50' HL
Lot 1, Building & Shed,
Ferguson Land, Backlot
Lots, 209 & 210. P2S, RW &
Camp, HLS, 100' HL
Lot 3 & Bam, 130' H.L.
Lot3A& Building, 170' HL
Lot 137. Sheet 9 SDC
Lot 162, Sheet 9, SDC
Ireland Bog Land
Bums Camp





Lot 8, Range 7
Lots 9 & 10, Range 7
Lot 8, Range 9
Lot 9, Range 8
Lot 8, Range 8




Lot 12, Range 8 & Building
Robb Moore Ox Pasture
Cott. Anderson Land Backlot
Lots 221 & 222,
Sheet 26, HLD
Lot 15 & Cottage GL
Lot 17 & 2 Cottages, GL
Lot 16 & 3 Cottages, GL
825' Lake Frontage
Lot 17, Dev. J &
Camp, 89' IP
Lot 24, HLD, Backlot
Dutton Lot joining Lot 8
Lot, 323, Sheet 35, SDC














Carlson, William A. A:
Patricia A.
Carney. Martin L.
Carney. Martin L. &
Mary
Casazza. Titus A. &
J. Karalee
Cass, James R., Jr. ilv:
Jean C.
Castelline, Dominic P. Sc
Alice A.
Castor. Wesley R.. Jr.
Caswell. David A. &
Joan
Catlin. Erith A. i
V. Elaine
Caton. John F. lie
Ruth
Chandler. Victoria W
Chang. Leei &. Suh-YingLee
Chapin. R. DAniel &




Charette. Gerard O. &.
Constance i Rogers.
Ernest & Jeanette
Charland. George J. &
Madeline
Chase. Edwin & Rhes F.
Chase. Mildred B
Chase. William R.
Chaves. Donald & Costa
Herman & Richard
Chick. Edward & Priscilla
Chiodi. Lawrence S. &Mary
Christie, Barbara A.
Chulak, Joseph A:Anna







Cohen. David R. &
Engebretson. Joan
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lot 29. PIS ic Camp 17520
HLS 320' HL
Lot 283. Sheet 13. HLD 2560
220' HL i Cottage 16280
Lot 19. PIS. HLS Backlot 2000
Lots 37 & 38. PIS & 12660
Cottage HLS. 108" HL
Lot 85D SDC 2500
Lot 7. Camp& Shed. 11520
Backlot GL. Covewood
Lot 260, Sheet 17, SDC 2578
103' CP & Cottage 12040
Lot 210, Sheet 15. 2500
HLD. Backlot
Lot 90 Sheet 8. SDC 2542
Lots. 13D 12D. 12C 6000
Carr Land Backlots
Carey & Green Ld.. Back Ld. 2560
100' HL. Lot 6 Carr Land 5000
Lot 63. Sheet 10, 2060
Lot 63, Sheet 10, 2060
HLD, Backlot
Lots 79 & 79A, P2S, HLS & 4500
Bath House, Backlots
Lot 35, PIS. HLS & 6460
Camp 50' HL
Lots 293 & 295. 40%
Sheet 16. SDC
Lot 218. Sheet 11 HLD Backl. 2530
Cottage & Ld. IP. 350' IP 17740
Lot 54A Whitney Ld. Backlot 2000
Lot 62. & Camp. Sheet 10 4920
HLD Backlot
Camp on Griffiths Land 7120
Lot 9. B7. U3. NHLS 660
Lot 7. Carr Land 100' HL 5000
Lot 4 & Camp. 100' HL
Lot 216. 50' HL 2500
Lots 315 & 316. Backlots 2200
Lot 27 & Cottaee 700' HL 48200
100' HL. Lot 11. Carr Land 5000
Lots lOA. lOB, IOC HL 6000
Backlots, Carr Land
Lot 10 & Cottage. 13800
100' HL ic Shed
Lots 268 & 269. 5000
Sheet 16. HLD, Backlots
Lot 5, Bl, U3 & 5580
Camp, NHLS Backlot
Lot 12. B7, U3 NHLS 660
Lots 70. 71. 95A. Sheet 8 7500
HLD Backlots




Name Description and Value of





Cole, Calvin G., Sr. &
Gladys V.
Coldough, Raymond H. &
Harriet B.
CoUette, Edward A. &
Blanche O.













Costello, John O. &
Genevieve
Cote, Emile J. &
Lucille
Coyne, Mrs. David (Eliz.)
Creamer, Howard B. &
Virginia A.




Cronk, Sherwood W. & E.S.
Crooks, Chester
Cullen, James E.






Dalrymple, Arthur W. &
Charlotte E.
Danzer, Harold W. &
Barbara B.
Lot 8 & Cottage,
100' HL Freedman Dev.
Lot 6 & Camp,
Gray Sub-Div.
Lot 5, Dev. 1, & Cottage,
80' IP Lot 7, Dev. 1, IP
Lot 13, B6, Ul NHLS,
backlot
Lot 217, P6S, HLS & House
Lot 18,B3,U2 & Camp NHLS
Lot 41, Seel, 153' HL Jen.
Cottage on Wilson Land,
1500' frontage
Rice Land & Cottage
Lot 213, Sec. 15H. SDC
Lots 246, 247, 257, 258,
Sheet 9 SDC
Fletcher Hill Lot, Taylor
Land, Taylor & Green Land
Bull Land & Camp, 275' IP
lot 4, Dev. M.9
Cottage 117' IP
Burt Land
2 Lots, Cottage & Garage
Lot 5, Dev.C 155'IP
Lot6A, Dev. 1, 21' IP
Lots, Dev. 1,& Camp IP
Backlot
75' IP & Chalet Cottage
Lots, 85, 86, 87, P2S &
CAmp Lot 85A, HLS Backlots
Walpole Cottage 130' HL
Forbes Place, Backlot
Hart Land
4/5 Center Pond Outlet
Lot 263, Sheet 17, HLD
Lot 1 & Cottage, lOOHL
Lot 59 & Shed, Backlot
Whitney Road
Cottage & 200' Dead Brook
Lot 16,B4,U1, & Camp HLS
Lot 47, Sheet 7, HLD
Lot 33, PIS & Cottage
HLS, 52' HL Lot 20, HL
Backlot





Lot 4, Dev. D &
Cottage, 125' IP





Name Description and Value of





David, Edward J. & Dorothy
Davidson, John &
Joan
Davis, Donald D. &
Isabel B.
Davis, Frederick D. &
Estelle C.




% Fred A. Davis
Davis, Mitchell D. &
Celeste
Davis. Ronald & Ingale
Davison, Marjorie A.
Deacon, Robert C. &
Virginia M.







DeGreenia, Larry & Alton
DeGruccio, Nicholas P. &
Sarah E.
Delano. Norman & Hazel
Delude, Norniand R.
DeMatteo. Stephen P. Jr. &
Barbara




Deprizito. Frank E. &
Veronica L.
DerManouelin. Aram
Desjardins. Peter H. &
Carol
Deveau. Robert A.. Doris
1. & Albert R.
Lot 10, 40' GL 4060
Lot 61 & 71, S3,Bl,Jenn.L. 4000
50' Granite Lake 5000
Lot 31 & Camp on Whitney 5845
Whitney Land Backlot
Land & Cottage. 200' GL 33200
Backlot near GL 3200
Lot 11, Dev. A & 12580
Camp, 100' IP
lOO'hl cottage & Shed 12260
Whitney Road
Lot3, Dev. C &Camp 100' IP
Lot 2B. Dev. C 35' IP
'/2 Lot 2, Dev. C
Lots 214 & 215,
Sheet 11 HLD
Lot 21, Murdough, Dev. IP
Lot 264, Sheet 17, HLD
Anderson Land & Camp
Carr Land & Camp 300'
Frontage Pickerel Creek
Carr Land, Pickerel Creek, 210'
Carr Land & 70' PC
Carr Land & 515' PC
Carr Land & 800' PC
Carr Land & 300' PC
Carr Land & 975' PC
Carr Beach & 100' Frontage
Lot 240, 5U HL HLS
Lot 241 & Camp.SO'HL HLS
Lots 288 & 289,
HLS Backlots
Lot 4, S2, Lightbody Dev.
Bid-A-Wee Cottage IP
Lot 48, Sheet 7, SDC
Dodge Land
Lot 6 & Cottage GL.
Backlot. Priest Land
Wellman Land & Camp
Lot 3 & Cott. 100' HL JLN
Lot 85A, Sheet 3, HLD
Lot 8, Range 15 &16
S.G.S. Town Lines
Lot 108, P3S, HLS, Backlot
Part of Wilson Land, Backlot
2 Sheds on Bailey Road,
Mobile Home
Sharon Farm
Lot 52, Sheet 7, SDC




Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax




Dobson, Thomas W. &
Jean B.
Doe. Claude
Donahue, Dennis M. &
Jeanne K.
Donegan. John T.
Dora. Alfred M. &
Doris A.
Doring, Bruce B. &
Marguerite A.
Doring, Robert C. &
Dorsey, Patricia
Dougal. E.A. &S.W.
Draskaczy, Dr. Steven &
Kathleen L.
DriscoU. Timothy F. &
Irene L.
Dronin, Robert J.
Dube, Ronald R &
Joyce A.
Dubeau. Harold C. &
Roberta
Dubois. Eugene S. &
Jean A.
Dufault. Robert M. &
Susan M.
Duffy, Leo H. & Thomas C.




Dussault, Marion J. & Arthu
Dutch, Carl S. &
Elizabeth
Durand, Edward D. &
Doris A.
Eades, Dr. George R. Estate









Elliot. Robert C. &
Laurens. Samuel L.
Erler. Joel F. &
Noreen E.
Lots 81 & 89. Sheet 35 SDC
Lot 82
Lots 83. 87 & 88 Sheet 31 SDC
Lots 17. 18. 19, 20, 21, Sec. 2
Backlots, B4. King Street
Lot 4, Gray Sub. Div. & BIdg.
Home Place
Lot 4, Sheet 2 & Chalet HLD
Trailer & Alum. Shed
Lots 130 & 160, Sheet 9, SDC
Lot 7 & Camp, Priest Land GL
Backlot
Lots 66,67.68.69. Sheet 8 HLD
Lot 232, Sheet 11 HLD
Lot 261, Sheet 17, HLD
150' Island Pond
240'HL & Camp W. Side
Shed Hill Road
310' HL, Parcel 1 Freedman D.
Lot 4 & Cott. 67.9 HL LSU
Lot 6, Bl, U3,NHLS Backlot
Lots 112 & 113, P3S,
HLS & Camp
Lot 109, Sheet 6, HLD,
Shed & Cedar Cabin
Lot 20 & Camp IP,
Murdough Dev. 167" Swamp
Lots 111, 113, 114, 115, 116
SDC Sheet 6
Lot 126, Sheet 24, SDC
Land & Bldg. near Stevens Cem.
Colby Pasture
Lot 40, Sheet 5, SDC
Wilson Land East of Route 9
rLot 3, B1,U1, NHLU
Lots 283A, 291 & 292,
Sheet 3
3 room camp & Shed on
Shedd Hill, Backlot
250' GL & Cottage
Ballou Camp N. of Gl
Road 25' GL
Lemp Land & Cottage 100' HL
Sheldon Land
Lot 6, Camp & Shed, Murdough
land. Lot 1, & 6A. Dooley Land
Lot 2, Dooley Land
Lots 9& 10, B6,U1, NHLS
Land & Camp, 170' DB
Camp on Auclair Land
Harper & Whitney Dev. Lot 1
Lots 9.11.12,13,14, Backlots



















Name Description and Value of















Part of Dunn Land, 5200'
Robb's Res.
Barker Cott. & Lot 320' HL
& LOts 31 & 32
Sheet 4, SDC
Ruth D. 325' GL & Buildings
Piper Land & Camp near IP
Backlot
Lot 4, Dev. L & Cott. 146' IP
.& Louise VVellman Land
Lot 12A, Carr Land & Camp
Backlot HL
Lot 12B, Carr Land HL
& Lot 78, P2S, HLS
Backlot
lot 55, Sheet 30, SDC
4500 75 4500 62.55*




Faulkner. Dr. James M.
FiTnanile/, Fernando \
Jiiseiiliiiie
Fcrner. David R. ^:
Belly Jane
Fulak-c. Michael
Field. R.iberl H. Heirs




Lot 61, 66' HL
Lot 62, & "A" Frame Camp
66' HL, East Side HL
Lots 58 & 58A as one Lot SDC
Cott. & Barn on Andorra Ld.
2 Cottages on Andorra Land
Jeft Land & Buildings
spaulding Place & Building
Sugar Bush & House
Camp Cottage
Pratt Place









Lot 281, P6S, HLS, Backlot
Lot 233, P6S, HLS, 50' HL
Lot 92, Sheet 8 & Bldg. HLD
Lot 1. U4, B2, NHLS
'
2 J.L. Reed Land, Backlot
Lot 2 .V Cottage 100' HL
Dodge Land & Shed




Fisher, Herman c*^ E.M. Heirs Taylor & GREEN Lot
Part of Tow n Farm
Part of Dunn Land Route 9
Lot 35, Sheet 3, HLD
Fisher, Roger W.
Flaherty, Francis E. i;
Evelyn R.
Fleleher, Raymond i: Haze
Flink. Helen H.
Lot 1 7 &. Cottage
Murdough Land, 10' IP
Louise Davis Place, Land & Bldg.
- 73 -
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Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax




Fontaine. Lionel J. &
Jean M.
Fontes. Elaine
Forehand, Janet D. &
Stephen D.
Forman, Mai7 Wood
Forrest, Gerald R. &
Phvllis B.
Forsman, Carl T, Sr. Trustee
Forster, Walter
Forster, Walter G. &
Frances & Walter T.
Frazier, Howard S. & Lenore
Frechette, Priscilla K.
French, John W. &
Eleanor
Frost, Chester E.
Fuller, Barry & Joyce
Fulling, Lester F. &
Rose M.
Gadwah, Norman & Clarice
Gagnon, Josephine &
Arlene
Gagnon, Paul M. &
Doris Y.




Ganley, John F.,Jr. &
Mary M.
Garnett, Otis L. & Gordon
Garrity, Edith




Gebhardt, Richard L. &
Marion H.
Gendron, Janet
Getchell, Richard A. & Marion




George Beacon Lot, N. Shore HL
Camp on Lightbody Land
100' HL & Cottage
Lot 9 & Cottage GL
Backlot, Priest Land
Lots 131, 132 & 158 SDC
Lot 6, Dev. 1, IP,
Backlot
100' HL Cottage & Bath House
Lot B
Lot 7, LSU & Bldg. 100' HL
& Garage
Lots 30 & 20, Whitney Land,
Backlots
/2 Lot 197, P4S & Bldg. HLS
Lot 199, 70' HL
Lot 198, 50' HL
24, SHL
Lot 219, HLD, Backlot
Lot 220, Sheet 11, HLD,
Backlot
100' HL & Cottage
320' GL. Cottage & Lot
Lot 52, Whitney Land & Camp
Backlot
Home Place
Halliwell Ld. & Camp, Backlot
Lots 56 & 57 & Camp HLS, 90'
HL Lot 107, P3S, HLS, Backlot
Lots 11A & UB, Ld. & House HL
Lot 13 & part of Lot 14
& Camp GL
Reed Land & Camp,
IP, Backlot
Chickering Land
100' Damon Land & Bldg. Backlot
42' HL
700' HL & Cottage (penn.)
Lot 4, B5, U2, NHLS,
Backlot
Nye Land, Route 9
Lots 61 & 64 JLN
Lot 282 & Modular Home
O'Neil Land
Land & Bldgs. Mill Village
'/2 L. 11 & Camp, Granite Lake
Backlot, Priest Land
Lot 3 & Camp, 100' HL
Scott & Stevens
Small section next to Lot 3
Lot B6, Jen. HL Backlot
Lot on Holmes Land & Building
Backlot IP
Lot 45, Sheet 5, SDC
Lot 10 & Cottage,










Gilchrist, Philip W., Jr.
Gillespie, William B. & Mary H.





Glazier, Dimock B. & Mabel P.
Glebus, Joseph J. & Mary L.
Goldberg, William M.
Goodale, Robert C. &
Sally A.
Gould. Thomas G. cV Betty J.
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lot 99S, P2S, HLS
Lots 72 & 73, P2S & Camp HLS
Lots 68 & 69, PIS &
Camp 160' HL HLS
Lot 73, Sec.3, B2, Jen HL
Land, Stoddard-Marlow Line
Lot 6, Bl, Ul, NHLS, Backlot
C. W. Holt Land
Lot 17, B3, Ul, NHLS
Lot 8 & Camp. LSU, 100' HL
lot 10, B4, U3,NHLS, Backlot
Lot 32, Whitney Land
Lot 51, Whitney Land near HL
Lot 1, Dev. 1 IP
50' GL & Cott. & Backlot
300' CP & Cottage
Lot 6, Dev. C &
Cottage 115' IP
Lot 11, Sec. 2, Lightbody
Name Description and Value of






Hagberg, Richard S. &
Elsie J.
Hahn, Charles Jr.
Hahn, Robert K. Curtis C.
& Earl R.
Hahn, Robert K. &
Margaret C.




Hampoian, Harry & Diane
Hanson, Jean M.
Hanson, Mrs. Bessie H.
Harmon, Judith H.






Harris, David & Merle
Harris, Franklin J. &
Mildred M.
Harris, John & Margaret
Harris, Marshall D.




Hatch, James M. & Mario T.
Hathorn, Helen A.
Hautanen, Richard B & Gloria L,
Haven, R. Rand








Mealy, Herbert C. & Sheila E.
Lot 30 .*^ 31. PIS c'v: Camp
100' IP & Camp
95' IP. Lots 8 & 8A, Dev. B.
Lot 2A Dev. C. 35' IP
Backlot near IP
900' HL & Bldg., Shedd H.R.
325' HL & Cottage
51' HL& Cottage
Back Land, Whitney Road
Piper Land & Camp, Backlot
Lot 6, 100' HL & Camp, E. Side
Halliwell Land & Cottage
Lot 5, Dev. M. & Cott. 100' IP
Lot 203, P4S & Cottage
50' HL HLS
Lot 24 & BLDG., Whitney Land
Right of Way to Water






Land North of Taylor Pond
100' HL & Cottage
100' G.L. & Cottage
Moore, Shedd, Halliwell Land
Follansbee Land
205' D.B. & Camp
% Lot & Camp IP. Backlot
Lot 8 & Camp, HLA. Backlot
Jennings Land, Camp & Shed
Backlot
85' HL &Camp & Backlot
'/4 Lt & Camp IP, Backlot
Lot 212A, Sheet 14, SDC
Lot & Whitney Land & Camp
Lots 21 & 22, Und & Cottage
& Shed, 200" HL
Lot 8, Sec. 1, Carr Land
Abel Adams Land, 1150' CP
, Home Place Shedd Hill Road
Lot 25, Whitney Land & Camp
Backlot
20' HL(Little Beach on
the Lake)
Whitney Land, Well Lot
'/2 interest in Feltus Land
Ryan Cottage & Shed, 550' HL
Green Land, Route 9
Whitney Land & Camp
Backlot




Healv. Nicholas. J Jr.
Healv. Jane
Hebert, E.J. & J.E.










Hills. Walter C. Estate
Hilton. Kenneth. Jr. &
O'Hara. Edna
Hoagland. John Sc Gail E.
Hiltz & Grady,
".. Roiuild \- Hill/, Jr




Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lot 1, B4. U2 & Camp. NHLS
Lot 23. B3, U2 NHLS
Lot 1, Bl. U3 NHLS
Lot 4. B6. U3 NHLS
Lot 4, B4, Ul NHLS
Lot 7. B7. U2 NHLS
Lot 7. B3. U2 NHLS
Lot 11. B6, U2, NHLS
Lot 15. B7. U2 NHLS
Lot 2. Bl. Ul NHLS
Lot 4, B2, Ul NHLS
Lot 1. B2. Ul & Camp NHLS
Lot 2, B2, Ul NHLS
Lot 1, Kingsbury, 210' Gl
Lot 5, B2, Ul, NHLS
100' HL & Camp (Newell)
Lot 7. Bl, Ul, NHLS
Lot 10 & Garage & Cottage
Lot 8, Range 9, Smith Lot
Lot 12. Cavewood GL
Lot 8. Range 10. Dakin Lot
Page Land
Lot 8. Range 11
Cottage & Lot 35' GL
Lot 3 & 4. Range 14
Buffum Land
Harris Land, Lot 3. R. 13
Page Land
Varnurri Pasture
Lot 5, Range 14
Lot 2, 125' HL Lot 5A
Lots 12, 25, 26, & House IP
Murdough Land
Lots 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18
W. Side Shedd Hill Road
Wild Land
Lot 23 250' Island, HL
Lots, 180' HL Penninsula
E. S. Shedd Hill Road LOT /ViC
Lot 231. Sheet 11, HLD
'A Lot 10 & Cottage GL
Priest Land, Backlot
'A Lot 10 GL Priest Land
Cottage & Lot W. Side of HL
600' on Lake
50' 'hi 9 lot E. Side
Lots 5& 6. B6, Ul, NHLS
Lot 116, P3S, HLS. Backlot
Lots 4 & 5, B4, U2. NHLS
B^ickiois
201' GL & Cottage
117'/2' Sandy Beach, Priest Land
Granite Lake
Lot 9 & Cottage 100'
10' Granite Lake
-77-
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate




Hoskins, Harold H. &
Marian M.
Houghton, Jerome & S. A.




Howell, James E. & Hilda C.
Hoyt, Henry
Huber, Dennis & Judith
Huhtala, Richard & Ellen
Hussey, Joseph E. & Christine
Hutton, Richards. 9 jean B.
Hutton, Richard & Jean &
Krasinski, Bernard
Hyde, Charles E. Sr., & Clara M
Ingerson, Fred E.
Ives, Richard S. & Karen
Jackson, Mattie A.
Lot 2, Dev. D. IW IP
Lot 14 & Cott. & Shed, 65' GL
Lot 1, Dev. F 175' IP
Unf. Camp on J. Reed Land
Backlot
Lot 5, Dev. D & Cottage, 121' IP
100' DB Land & Camp
Howard Place
Land N. of Old Antrim Road
Lot 9, Dev. L. & Cottage IP
•Lot 1 & 2 B5, Ul, NHLS
Farley Land, Route 123
Land off Route 9
Whitney Land Spring Rights
Whitney Land & Camp
100' IP & Cottage
Lot 8, Can- Land, 100' HL
Lot 7, "The Island" & Cottage
100' HL, Can- Land
Lot 104, Sheet 5, DSC
Lots 321 & 232, P6S & Camp
HLS, 100' HI
Lot 254, Sheet 16, SDC
Lots 8 & 9 & Cottage Gl
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Johnson. Lester M. Heirs
Johnson, Patricia A.
Johnson, Stuart B. Estate
Jones, G.T. i B.T,
Jones. Lillian E.
Joslin. Doris M.
Kaczka, Eniil S. Jr.. & JoAnn
Kapantais. Stephen &
Lygomes, Peter
Kapj, Jerry E. & Sophie
Kapsinow, Irving M.
Katz, Elliot & adrienne
Katz. Bernard & Ruth
Kaufman. V.Adm. Robert Y &
Lucille




Kavjina. Andrew Jv Mary
Keene Y.M.C.A.
Kelly. William M. &
Marv M.
Kent, Harriet A. Estate
Kerber, Evelyn E.
Kerber. Paul F. &. Evelyn E.
Kerr. Malcolm J. &
Katherine M.
Weeks Land. Backlot 1440
Vi Lot 8 & Cottage GL 10170
Backlot. Priest Land
'/2 Lot 1, PIS & Camp HLS 25' H 6530






Kidess. Attallah A. ^:
Helen B.
Kiessling. Edward P. i: Elissa M
Kiley. Catherine H.
Kimball, Stanley & Myrna
King, William A. &
Rosemary L.
Kingsbury, George T.
Lot 146, Sheet 15, HLD, Backlot
Lot 4, Dev. L & Cottage, 146' IP
Lot 85C & Chalet SDC
Lot 21 & Camp, HLS, Backlot
Lots 22 & 23 100' HL
Lot 16. LSU. 100' HL,Bldg.




200' HL & Camp HLS
195' HL & Buildings, 2 tracts
Lots 39 & 40, Bl, HL Jen,
Backlots
Lots 4 & 5. B6.U2, NHLS, Backlots
Carr Lot. Camp & Shed.
200' HL
Lot 352, S2, B5, JLN, Backlot






Part of Town Farm
Gould Land & 2 Buildings
485' Peninsula
125' TP& Cottage
Barnes Place & House
Leroux Place, Bldg. & Swamp
Daniel Fisher Lot
School House Lot
Lots 33 & 34, Building
Lot 195' HL
Lots 107 & 120 HL
Lot 120A, 100' HL
151' DB & Cottage
Lot 31, Sec. 1, &
Camp, 186' HL
Lot 18, Carr Land &
Cottage 100' HL
Lot 64 & Cottage 50' HL
Lot 6 & Bldg. Murdough Land
Swamp IP
Lot & Camp, 113' HL, HLA
Lot 95. Sheet 8. HLD,
Backlot


















Name Description and Value of





Langille, Edward D. &
Hazel D.






Lcdwith. Roseweil B &
Dorothy R.
Lee. Henry R. & Mary
Lee. George E. Jr., &
Hariie Ball
Lehtinen. Edward & Mary
Lehrman. Henry J. & Mary R.
Leinwcber. Richard (*«:
Maureen
Lent. Dale & Richard
Leonard, Edward B. &
Eleanor M.
Leotta, Marline
Lester. Joseph W. Jr.
Lessard. Arine
Lessard. Gerald J. &
Jeanne B.
Leyden. Marion & Donald
Lifrieri. Dario & Rita
L'Heureux. Dr. Roland
Lhota. John & Elizabeth
Lindquist. Donald B.
Linn. John. M. Jr.. &
Cynthia
Lipinski. Dr. Buguslaw &
Isabella
Lord. Elmer A. & Evelyn H.
Lowe, John L. &
Virginia G.
Lowe. Margaret E.
Lund. Earle L. & Mary N.
Lyman, W. H.
Lynch. Arthur E. Jr. &
Frances M.
McCorry. Joesph & Elsa
McCracklin. James D. &
Kathleen
Mclntirc. Patricia M.
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lots 200& 201, P4S & Cottage
HLS 100' HL
Lot W. Side Shedd Hill Road
Parcel 5, 800' HL
Fred Jennings Place, 32' HL
Green Land & cottage, Backlot




Lot 34. PIS. & Cottage HLS
60' HL
Lot 36, Sheet 3, SDC & Bldg.
Lot 81, P2S. HLS.
Backlot
Part of Santesson PI. Backlot
Dodge Land & Camp
Lot 14. HLA.
Backlot
Lot 89. P2S & Camp HLS.
Backlot
Lot 35. Pis & Cottages
HLS. 60' HL
Wilson Land & Camp. Backlot
Wadwell Pasture
Lot 8, Range 15,
Lot 3A & Camp, IP, Backlot
Lot 3 & Cottage, Murdough Dev.
IP Backlot
Rutherford Place & Bldgs.
Reed Land
520' Center Pond
J. L. Reed Land
Hadley Land
J. R. Reed Land
Anderson Land
Lots 4 & 5. B2. U2. NHLS
150' G.L. & Cottage
Parcel B-HLS & Camp.
off Shedd Hill Road
Lots 83 & 84. P2S &
Camp HLS. Backlot
Lot 212B. Sheet 15. SDC
Lot 46. Sheet 7. HLD.
Backlot
Lot 7 & Bldg. Gray Sub-Div.
Lots 93 & 94. Sheet 8, HLD
Backlot
Lot 25 A, Sheet 17, Backlot
Lot 2, Dev. 1 & Cott. 200'IP
Lots 47 & 48 & Camp,
HLS, 100" HL
250' HL & Cottage
Stacy Land & Cott. 230' HL
Lot 272, Sheet 11 SDC
Lot 273, Sheet 13. SDC
Lot 5 & Camp, IP Murdough Dev.
Name
McLean, John C, Jr. cV
Bcttv W
McNeish, Cleo J. i
Marion F.
MacAllister. Philip C. &
Patricia A.
MacDonald, E.J. i l.M.
MacDonald, Steven G. &
Carol A.
MacDonald. William W.
Mackintosh, Donald S, &
Dona P.
MacKinnon, Richard
Mack. James R, & Mary L.
Madden, John F. & Evelyn P.
Madore. Norman W. &Alice D.
MatTei. Frank A.
Magnani. George R. &
Paula
Margo. Frank & Elizabeth
Mahoney, Mrs. John
Maillet. Charles J. &
Marilyn
Maltby, Peter & Judy
Mammone, Vincent Etais
Mann. Arthur J. &
Pearl V.
Mann. Thomas A .cSc
Ann & Weichell. William
i Barbara
Marashlian. Zohrab B




Marsh, Lester, A: Diane 1.






Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lots 279A & 278. Sheet 10
Mobile Home & Bldg, SDC
Lots 277. 27bB. Sheet 13 SDC
Backlots
Lot 4. Dev.C i: Cottage
lOO' IP
Lot 38, S3, SDC.
Backlot
Parkhurst Land & Camp. Backlot
Lot 2 & Bldg. Gray Assoc.
off Route 9
Lot 15 & Camp. Murdough Dev.
IP Backlot
Lot 17 & Camp.
Carr Land 100' HL
Lot 88. Sec. 3, B2, Backlot Jen. HL
Lot 13 & Camp 300' HL. Shed
150' CP Cott. & Mobile Home
Lot 13 E. & Cott. Carr Land
Lot 152, Sheet 33 SDC
Lot 145. Sheet 15 SDC,
Backlot
70' HL ic Camp. Whitney Rd.
Lots 1 & 3b, B6,U1, NHLS
Lot 9, Sheet 4, &Cottage
HLD, Backlot
Lot 9 & Camp, 03^ Ld. 100' HL
Lots 1 & 2, B7,U2, NHLS, Backlots
120' DB & Camp
Trailer
Lot 248A, Sheet 14. SDC
Name
Masdii, Robcrl W. cV Barbara J.
Massicdilc. Paul L. A;
Barbara S.
Mallicson, Chester P. cV Harriet
Matson. William N. A:
Margaret M.
May. Ruth A.
May. Vietor W. &
Lorraine D.
Ma/clla. Andrew S. i
Nancy P.
Mears, Fred H.B. Jr. & Violet




Mellish. Eugene A: Nancy
Mercer. Jack B. ^: Olive
Merrill. Jack & Shirley
Merriwoode Village Inc.
Meyer. Michael F &
Mary M.
Miles. Morey C. &
Gcraldine M.
Miller. FUa M.
Miller. Jesse lii Claire
Miller, Leroy M.




Madeen, Vaughn iV Margaret




Morton. Robert W. i
Mariann
Mountlord. Robert W. (Heirs)
Murdock, F. Inc.
Murdough, F.F. \ R.A.
Murphy. Robert (.. \
Joan M,
Murray, Daniel J. A.
Janice A.
Mvlcs. Jack C. \
Margaret J.
Nair. Robert
Nassau. Arthur M. iV Reba L.
Nault. Leo Ftals
Neill. Howard O.
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lot 2 & Camp, 112" HL
Anderson Land & Cottage
Backlot
Lot 255. Sheet 16. SDC
Lot 2, B4, U2. NHLS
Backlot
Lot 39. Sheet 3, HLD. Backlot
Part of Woods Land &
Camp
Camp. Shed & Lot.
IP Route 123
Storey Land & Camp IP
Whitney Land & Camp, King St.
Backlot
Lot:s 15 & 16. Camp & Shed
166' Swamp IP
160' GL & Cottage
Carr Island, Cott. & Trailer
1500' HL& Cabin
10' HL Marina E. Side HI
Whitney Land & Camp
1800' Frontage HL & 8
co-op Buildings,
100' HL Carr Land
19 Camps
Lot 9. 1(X)' HL & Camp & Bldg,
Freed man Dev.
Lot 3, Dev, D 131' IP
Doe Land
345' IP Land & Cottage
Percy Miller Land, 120' Swamp
Lots 80 & 82 P2S,HLS,Backlots
Whitney Land & Camp, Backlot
Priest Land on Brook near Gl
Lot 2, Parcel A, & Camp HLA
Lot 41, Sheet 5, SDC




Lots 27 & 28, PIS &
Cottage HLS, 140' HL
Todd Place
Part of Lot 1 & 2 Range 14
Backlots
Lots 18 & 19, Dooley Land, IP
Lot 67, PIS & Camp
HLS, 50' HL
Lot 286, Sheet 13 HLD
Lot 287 Si 288, Sheet 10,
HLD, Backlots
Lots \Q &i 11, B3, S2, HL,
Backlots
Lot 3. W,Side, Shedd Hill
Road 143' HL
Lot 2, 130" HL& Cott,
Whitney Land & Camp, Backlot
Lot 275, Sheet 13, HLD, Backlot
Name Description and Value of





Nichols, Cecil L. .*^
LUdciic. Heirs
Nichols. Herbert B. i:cV
Jessie M.
Nichols. Mildred J.
Nicholas, Joseph T. &
Claudette D.
Nickless. Dhii A.
Nicolette, Richard A. Angela M.
Norcross, Arthur C.
Norwood. Stephen B. &
Jeanne A.
Now ill. Harold G. & Alice J.
O'Brien, Maurice E. Jr.
Ohman, Thure S.
Oja, Waino




O'Malley, Caroline V. &
Robert M
,
O'Neil. Anthony J. &
Mary V.
O'Niel, Edward M. &
Stephanie O.
O'Nella, Robert E. &
Kevin C.
Ormand, Jeremiah J. &
Bridget C.
Orson, Dennis K. &
Sandra D.
Osgood, Emily E.
Ostrowski, Edwin J. & Vita M.
Page, Mary
Paine, Olga
Palin, Wilfred J. &
Betty M.
Pallme, Helen L.
Panella, Francis J. &
Alice A.
Pantina, Rosario
Parise, Edward R. &
Patricia M,
Parker & Townsend




Parker, Donald J. &
Gwen J.
Parrot. Ted & Pamela
Paton, H.R. & M.J.F.
Paton. Harold F. Heirs
Paulson. Donna R.
Lots 11 \ 1.1.B4,LI1. NHLS
2 Cottages. 260" HL
Backland. HL
Lots \ & 2& Home. 200" HL
Freed man Dev.
Land ^: Buildings. 60' DB
'
2 Lot 1. PIS. HLS 25' HL
75' GL & Cottage
Priest Land on Brook
Lot 3. Sweeney Land
Juniper H.
125' HL& Cottage
Lt 11, B7, U3. NHLS. Backlot
Vi Lt 8 & Cottage. GL
Lots % & 97, P2S, HLS, Backlots
Lot 215, P4S, &
Camp, HLS, 50' HL
Lots 275, 276, 277, 278.
P6S, Rev., HLS, Backlots
Reed, Land, & Cott., IP
150' IP




















Lot lOD, Carr Land, HL,
Backlot
Lot 314, Sec, 2, B5, Jen. HL 2000
Backlot
Hutchinson Land, 174.9' BD 4400
Lot 6, Sec. 2 & Camp,
Jen. King St.
Lot 252 & 253, Sheet 16, HLD
Osgood Place & Buildings
Lot 6, Dev.d & Camp, 138' IP
Whitney Land, King Street
120' Dead Brook
Lot 26, PIS & Camp,
HLS, 50' HL
100' DB & Cottage
Part of Wilson Land,
Trailer & Room
Lot 2 & Buildiiig, Anderson Land
Lots 1 & 2 & Home Place,
50' GL
Lot 801, P14, HLS, 100' HL
Lot 5A 77, Dev.l &
Cottage 21' IP
Lot 14. Chalet & Shed
Lot 16, & Camp, 156' Swamp
Murdough Dev. IP
Lots 285 & 286A, Sheet 27, SDC
Lot 280, Sheet 13, SDC
Lot 3, 422' IP & Building
Cottage & Lot near IP
Lot 12, Dev. J. IP, Backlot



























Potters. William F. &.
Laurettc H.
Pcllctier. Robert R. & Gloria
Peltier. Robert E. &
Margaret
Perreault, Josephine
Perron, Robert F &
Suzanne F.
Perry E. Ronald
Pessin. Joseph & Rose
Peterson, Alfred C




Phalon. Robert W. &
Phyliss O.
Phelon. Linda E. &
Alan P.
Phillips, Clayton B. &
Cynthia D. Etals
Phillips. John N. &
Harriet
Phillips. William D. &
Cathy





Pike. Adolph B. &
Olive S.
Pike. Richard S. &
Jacqueline H.
Pineo, Leon C. Jr. &
Priscilla S.
Plaut. N.M. Sc M.H.
Plotts, William B. &
Geraldine
Pollock, Robert A.
Pollock, Robert A. &
Jean M.





Pratt, Dr. H.A. & D.E.
Pray, Elsie E. &
R. Chester
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lol 85. Sheet ^\ ^ Camp, HLD
Lot 218. P6S & Home,
HLS,50' HL
Lot 13 & 14 & Home IP
Lot 78B, Sheet 5, SDC
Lot 91, Sheet 8. SDC
Lot 63, PIS & Cott. HLS, 50' HL
Lot 43, PIS & Camp,
HLS. 5()' HL
5/12 Dodge Land & Camp
Lot 2. B3, U2, NHLS
Whippie Land, House & Shed
Lot 5, & Camp lOO' HL.
Freedman Dev.
Whippie Land Vi
Lot 3 & Part of Lot 11 & Cott.
95' Pickerel Creek HL




Lot 3. Dev. L & Camp,
lOO' IP
Lot 6. Dev.l & Cottage &
Barn 100' IP
Lot 1, (Tract 1 & part of
tract 2) & Building. 260' HL
F.J. Reed Land & Camp,
Center Pond Road
Griffiths Land
% Camp & Land IP
% Camp & Land IP
Backlot, Holmes Land
Holmes Land & Camp IP.
Backlot
Lots 54 & 55 & Building, HL
Backlots, Jen.
Lot 13, Dev. 1 IP.
Backlot
175' GL& Building & Land
Chickering Land, Marlow
Town Line
Lot 237. P6S, HLS, 50' HL
Lots 238 & 239, P6S, HLS
"A" Frame Camp
Lot 285, P14, HLS, Backlot
Lots 3 & 4 & Camp. W, Side of
Stone Dev. 120' HL
Lots 227. 228, 229. 230 &
Camp P6S Rev. HLS, 200' HL
185' HL& Cottage
Lots no, 117, 118, Sheet 16,
SDC, Lot 119, Sheet 32 SDC
Land & Cottage, 50' GL
Whitney Land & Camp,
Backlot
Name Description and Value of






Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Roentsch, E. George &.
Myrtis Rae
Rohloff, Arthur & Inez
Riuian. Jiihn i Arlene




Rowcn, Melvvn & Arlene
Rowehl, Edwin F. i Virginia
Rowell. E. R.
Roy. Roger G.
Royea, Theodore E. &
Mary B.
Runirill. R. Rodney
Russ, Alfred M. &
Frances M.




Ryder. Dale R. & Sandra E.
Sagehorn. Herbert F.




Sargent, Harry J. Jr.. & Ellen
Sargent, Wesley A. &
Veronica G.
Schellens. Edward J. &
Theresa A.








Scabury. Kendall L. Sc
Michael P.
Seaman. Robert F. ik
Kathryn D.
Security Land Co.
Selines, Felix E. lV
Natalie B.
Scniscl, Marv E.
Seppala. Martin H. A: Lillian B.
Lots 1 & 2 & Camp W. Side
93' HL
12900 12900 179.31
Rice Land & Camp, 50' HL
Lot 233, Sheet 11, SDC.
Name
Serbent, Walter F. & Jane K.
Sergi, Michael J. &
Elizabeth M.
Setzer. Wilfred A. & Carole E.
Severance. Alfred T. &
Edwards. Orville A.
Severance. m. renwick
Shank, Curtis C. &
Theresa
Shattuck. Oilman C. &Sieglinde
Shea. Fannie
Shea, John
Sheltry. Philip & Pauline
Shepard. G.W. & EfTie G.
Siegal. Jeff E. &
Eileen
Silk, Emma & John W. Jr.
Silva. Joseph A. &
Ditomaso. Steven F.
Silveria, Herbert & Elsie F.
Silva, Anthony




Sirois, John & Lucia
Sisk. Michael D. &
Virginia A.
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia
Slavik, Frank & Evelyn
Small, Abraham & Alice
Small, James C. &
Patricia A.
Smith, Brian S. & Susan M.
Description and Value of
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Staats, Albert J. &
Lina
St. Amand, Camille E. & Celia I.
Stebbins. Dora H.
Stearns, mazel D. &
Prunier. Kathleen P.










Stone, Frederick G. &
Maude
Stoye, Joseph & Patricia
Strong, Allie B.










Swart, Henk & Thaily
Syrjala, Arthur & Ruth H.
Szczurko, Daniel J. &
Marguerite
Szumaski, Joseph & Fay L.
Tardiff, Harold J. Sr. & Ada M.
Taylor, Timothy H. & Eugenia
Teffar, Patricia
Terrill, Whitman H. Jr. &
Eva S.
Theros, Arthur G. & Bessie G.
Theulem, Glenn H. & Sharon R.
Tidgwell, Robert F. & Ann D.
Tiffany, Benjamin C. &
Elizabeth F.
Damon Land & "A" Frame 6980
lOO' HL
Lot 148, Sheet 15, HLD 2524
Lot 1, Dev. L & Cottage, 25' IP 9100
Lot 65, HLS, 50' HL 2500
Lot B4, Russell Plan, HL 2000
Backlot, Jen.
Land Highland Lake 750
15' X 95' Frontage
Lot 21 & Camp. 61' GL 13250
Covewood
Shedd Land, E. of 69400
Road & Building
83 Lots Approved 176000
4368' Highland Lake 218400
Phase 11 7704
Land for future Development 1428
Williams Land 22848




Lot 324, 180' HL 3600
Lots 129 & 161, Sheet 9 5126
Lot 2, Dev. A. & Cott. 100' IP 10600
Lot 28, B3, U2, NHLS 660
Cadwell Cottage & Holmes Land 7780
Lots 213 & 214, P4S&Camp HLS 10940
100' HL
141' HL & Camp E. Side 12330
Lot 40, PIS & Camp HLS,54'hl 7980
Lots 5 & 6, 180' HL, off 9000
Shedd Hill Road
Lots 23 & 24, BIdg. & Shed, 17686
Murdough Dev. 129' Swamp
Lot 4, HLA, 143' HL 7150
Lots 50 & 234, Sheet 10, SDC 5144
Lot 3, B5, U2, NHLS- 660
Lot & Camp, 133' HL, Util. BIdg. 14570
Lot 279 & Camp, Sheet 13, HLD 17630
Lot 74, P2S, HLS, Backlot 2000
Lot 126, P5S, HLS Backlot
Dodge Land
Lots 96,97,98, bheet 8, SDC
Lot 11, B5, Ul, NHLS
Lotll2, Sheet 6, SDC. Backlot
150' HL, Chalet Camp
Richardson Land
100' GL Sanderson Cottage
Lot 212, Sheet 14, HL
Cottage & Reed Land 15' IP





Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax






Troxwell. Co. Raymond A.
\ Claire M.
Truesdell. Miriam C.
Tucker, Paul A i^
Margaret B.
Turner. Charles B. cS:
Carol E.
Turner. Michael L. cV
Solvcig
Tuthill. John W i: Nora N.
Tuttle. Gale T. cV N.G.
Twing. Elizabeth
Vallerie, Leroy L. &
Margaret F
Vallerie. Leroy L.
Vallis. John T. ,S:
Mary C.
Van Home. Gladys H.
Van Maiden. John C. & Carol S.
Vaughn. Edgar Jr.
Vaughn. Edgar L &
Kathleen M.
Vetog. Edwin J. &
Elizabeth A.
Ve/eau, Robert




Walker. Edwin M. Jr. id
Norma V.
Walker, William & Susan .
Lots 12 \ \?> k Camp. 181' HL
D. Stacey Land A; Camps, 375HL
92.9 HL Westside
Anderson Land, Backlot
Prentiss Cottage A; Lot, 250' HL
Lot 15, Dev. J .^ Cott. UW IP
Lot 4. Range 5 & b. Lot 3,




Part of Water Front 4360'






L 10, 11, 14. 17,
1 3. 4
Lot 43, S3,B1, HL, Jen.
Backlot
Damon Land ic Camp. 1 15' HL
Lots 141. 142. 153, 154, 140
Sheet 12, SDC
Lot 326. S2, B5, HL,
Jen, Backlot
Lot 13, Sheet 3 A: BIdg. HLD
Backlot
Ricci Property
Land & Boat House, 25' GL
Lot 12, B4, U2, NHLS, Backlot
Lot 20. Sheet 2. SDC
Lot 21. Sheet 4. SDC
Lot 13 ic Camp, Jen. Land.
Backlot
Lots 194 & 195 & Camp HLS
130' HL
100' DB. Camp & Shed
Lot 14B, Carr Land & Camp,
Backlot
Parcel 1. Carr Land . ziots II A;
13
Lot 23. .-^ Camp. 100' HL.
Carr Land
Lot 84A, Sheet 3, A: Camp SDC
Backlot
Lot 4. Dev. 1 & Camp. 100' IP
Lot 157. Sheet 9. HLD. Backlot
Lot 159. Sheet 9, HLD. Backlot
50' CP & Co. .age
Lot 42, SI & Camp, Jen. 100' HL
Lot 116A Sheet 6, 125' HL
Lot 8. Dev. A & Cottage, lOO'lP
Lots 3 & 4. Dev. A & Cott. 210'1P
Lot 256, Sheet 16, SDC
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1 5650
Name Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Acres Total Total
Value Tax
Wulhicc. Ronald A. A;
Virginia A.
Wallace, William N.
Walston. Raymond R. &
Donna M.
Ward, Charles E. Jr. &
N. Theresa
Warne, William E. &
Barbara
Warren, Kathryn
Wasel, Robert & Joan
Watson. Earl W. &
Pauline H.
Watson, John P.
Watson. Richard W. &
Ann H.
Watt. Charles R.
Weekes. Elizabeth A. &
Jennifer J. & Julia
Weems, Gerald L. &
Marjorie M.




Wegiel, M.S. &. H.W.
Weinberg. Philip & Mary
Weisausser. Robert &
Lois % J. Kaplan
Welch. Frieda
Welch Mrs. Edna F.
Wells. David E. &
Madeline E.
Wellington. Lillian L.





Wheeler. John L. & Paula L.
Wheeler. Richard K. & Theo A.
Whitcomb. Arthur
Construction Co.
Backlot. E, Side HI
Wigger Cottage, 100" HL
Gravenstein Cott. 100" HL
150' HL
50' HL Landing E. Side
Towles Cott. 310' HL W. Side
Cottage & Lot, 105' IP & Shed
Carr Land, Camp & Shed
Lot 14, Dev. 1, & Cott. 80' IP
Part of Thurston Land, 150' DB
Cottage & 183' GL
Land N. of Gl Road
Lot 4. B4, U4, NHLS, Backlot
Lots 290.291, P6S, HLS.Backlots
Lots 244 & 245 & Camp, 125' HL
Lots 51 & 52, PIS. HLS
180' HL& 2 Camps
Lot D & Chalet, Freedman Dev.
Backlot
Lot 7 & 8,B2,U2, NHLS,
Mobile Home
Pierce Land (Sweet)
Lot 94, S3, Bl, HL.
Jen. Backlot
Lots 11, llA, 12A, 14 14A, &15A,
S3, Bl, HL, Backlot
Lot 12 & Camp, Backlot 9100
1250
Name




White. Ouentin & Rita
Whitney. Evens K & Cynthia G.
Whitney Beach Assoc.
Whitney. Donald A. Jr. & Sr.
Whitney. H.E. Jr. & M.A.




Wichland. William H. Jr.
Wierenga. Bruce
Wilder. Alden E. &
Elizabeth J.
Wilder. Clinton J. & M.G.
Wilder. Donald W.




Williston, Hamlin L. &
Elizabeth
Wilson, James D. &
Maryanna
Wilson, Henry R.
Wilson. Henry C. Jr.
Wilson. Pheroba
Wirkus. Rev. Paul A.
Wohlander, Roy A. &
Elaine N.
Wood, Alice & Daniel D.
Woods, Donald L. &
Tessie D.
Wood. Donald E. Sr.
Woodbury, John H. 3rd. (
Marion T.
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Damon Land. Lot 15. 185' HL
Lots 1 & 6, 145' HL,
Merriwoode
Graves Land
Lot 34, Sheet 2 HLD
45' Highland Lake
Lot 504, P7S & Camps, HLS
Lot 7, B5,U3,NHLS, Backlot





100' HL & Cottage
Land W. of Island Pond. Backlot
Land & Cottage 50' Gl
Lot 15 & Camp, LSU, 154' HL
Lot 70, PIS & Camp.
HLS, 50' HL
Lot 1, Dev. I & Cott. 100' IP
Lot 14, & Cottage, Priest Land
GL, 100' on Brook
Lot 211, Sheet 15, HLD,
Backlot
Stetson Cott. & Land, 160' HL




Treelyn Forest,Land & Bldg.
7100' on Robb Reservoir
Land W. Side near HL.
'/2 S. S & W Line
Tract 2. & Cottage, 250' HL
Lot 206, P4S & Cottage, HLS
60' HL
Lots 207 & 208, P4S, HLS
100' HL
Lots 307& 308, P4S. HLS
Backlots
Brooks Pasture
Lots 4 & 5, B3, U2, NHLS
Land. 261' Gl
Part of Home Place
Joel Shedd Land
Farrar Land, 1180' CP
Lots lie & IID, Carr Land,
Backlots HL
Lots 204 & 205 P4S, Rev. &
Cottage, HLS, 100" HI
Lot 250, Sheet 14, HLD, Backlot
Land at Leominister Corner
Catherine Fox Field
Camp & Trailer, 200' DB
'/2 lot 2, & Camp, GL. Priest
Land. Backlot
Name
Woodcock. James R. i: Corinne
Woolscy, William W.
Heirs









^ (icono, Thomas S.




Zabel. Henry \- Marion R.
Zani. John J.\ Evelyn
Zinn. Frederick lV Eva
Zuckernian. Bernard A: Doris
Zueiidt. Joan F...
Carol M. \ Ted T.
Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Lot 13. 87, U3. NHLS
Woolsey Place. 850' CP
Mosher Land & Cottage. Backlot
Holmes Lot & Cottage. Backlot
Part of Cottage. 50' GL
Lot 12 & Cottage, 150' GL
Priest Land. Inlet
Lot Priest Land. GL. Backlot
White Pasture & Camp
Lot 51. Sheet 7, HLD. Backlot
Lot 282A. Sheet 13. HLD
Backlot
Lot 4. Sub. Dev, Spruceland Co.
Lot 12. Dev. L& Camp. 132'
Swamp IP
Lot 11. Sheet 4. SDC. Backlot
Land & Cottage. 125' IP
Corey Land. Cottage &c Shed
Backlot
Lot Bl.s2,jln. backlot
250' HL & Cottage
Lot 59. Sheet 10. HLD









STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James M. Faulker Elementary
School in said District on the sixth day of March 1980 at seven thirty o'clock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects.
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following school district officials:
A. Moderator for the ensuing year.
B. Clerk for the ensuing year
.
C. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
D. One School Board Member for the ensuing 3 years.
E. Auditor for the ensuing year.
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the district.
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors and Committees or Officers chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of school district officials
and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district.
5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,700
to add to the 1979-1980 fiscal appropriation or take any other action in relation
thereto.
6. To see if the district will authorize the School Board to establish a
committee of three voters of the community to investigate alternative
transportation arrangements for junior and senior high school students. The
report of said committee wUl be submitted on or before the next Annual District
Meeting, or take any other action in relation thereto.
7. To see if the District will vote to change the title of the office of Financial
Coordinator for the School Administrative Unit No. 24 to Business
Adminstrator, School Administrative Unit No. 24. Further, to ratify the
-95 -
appointment ot David Hill as Business Administrator with the authority to
perform the functions of the office in accordance with the laws of New
Hampshire, or take any other action in relation thereto.
8. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for and to accept on behalf of the district any and all grants or other
funds for educational purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming
from the U. S. Government or from the State of New Hampshire or any other
source for the school year 1980-81 and to appropriate any funds received from
said grants to the payment of obligations of the District for which said funds
constitute reimbursement, or take any other action in relation thereto.
9. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.




































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 24
Henniker, New Hampshire 03242
1980-81 Proposed Budget
Receipts - 1980-81 Proposed
State Share Admin. Salary $7,100
Adult Education 5,000




Pubhc Law 94-142 /-; :'^^ 66^0
\ Total $133J00
Expenditures ^^
Administrative Expenses $ 6,450
Office Supphes 4,000
Other Expenses 6,165
Equipment Maintenance '. 605
Computer 10,932
Dues - 700








Employee Benefits - Administration 7,338
Office Personnel Salaries 67,926








Public Law 94- 142 66,000
Grand Total $397,849
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SUPERINTENDENT AND ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
, 1980-1981
State Share $ 4,890.00









This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is complete and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24 of Chapter










Cash on Hand July 1, 1978
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources







Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid





DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Town of Stoddard
Acct. #60 Refunds
State of New Hampshire





























































































Charles Pratt - Grade 12
Rebecca Rumrill Grade 12




SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT No. 24
Henniker, New Hampshire 03242
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
REQUEST FOR DEFICIT APPROPRIATION EXPLANATION
During the 1979-80 school year the Stoddard School District had eleven
students added to its roster that required the payment of tuition to Keene and
Sullivan. The total tuition cost for these eleven students was $19,667. These
costs could not be anticipated, at the time the School Board developed the
1979-80 budget, as these students were not residents of Stoddard. For this
reason the Board has found it necessary to request a deficit appropriation at this
year's Armual Meeting.
The Board, upon realizing the deficit caused by additional tuition cost, has
stopped all spending except for items and services that are absolute necessities.
By taking this "belt tightening" posture we have found, even with escalating
costs, that a deficit appropriation of $9,700 will be sufficient to allow us to
meet our financial obligations.
Frances Rumrill




After the fire on February 6, 1979, the Stoddard PTA personally visited 123
families to present a letter to the voters about the school. They also gave
them a special 32-page report on Stoddard and its economic and gtov^^th
patterns. Members of the PTA assisted in setting up the school in the Town
Hall.
In April we had a Smorgasboard Supper. Frances RumriU was honored as a
life Member of the Stoddard PTA. The State President was on hand and
presented a plaqu? to the Unit because we had been the "Unit of the Year"
in 1978.
During May and June the group met to revise their By-Laws. At our June
meeting we elected the following slate of officers: President, Dawn
Matthews; Vice President, Leigh Fosberry; Secretary/Treasurer, Peg
Anderson. The Stoddard Unit acted as hostesses at the State Convention in
Keene. While there, we accepted the 1978 National Award for the N. H.
Unit of the Year.
We were involved in many fund raising activities in 1979. An afghan was
raffled off* Old School Plaques were sold. Refreshments were served at town
meetings and Old Home Days. Our Community Suppers were also a success.
Funds were also realized through catalogue sales.
The "Stoddard Gazette" was published and distributed in May, July and
December. Many of the townspeople enjoy tiiis free paper. We'd like to
extend our thanks to our loyal advertisers and staff.
One of the major goals of the group is to help the children. In the spring we
furnished awards for Prize Speaking, and sponsored the annual "End of the
Year" school picnic. Many of our members were involved in Old Home Days
activities. In the fall we sponsored the Halloween party and provided the
funds for the school children to attend a play at Nathaniel Hawthorne
College, Bracko-Prince Frog.
As in the past,the traditional Christmas Program was held at the Town Hall.
The PTA made sure that there were presents on hand for Santa to pass out
to all children up to grade 6. They also helped with the refreshments.
A time capsule has been purchased to be placed in the foundation of the
new school. We are busy planning the Open House which is scheduled for
January.
If anyone is interested in joining our group, please contact our officers. We
meet the second Tuesday of each month.




The School Health Services for the year 1978-79 provided assessment
screenings in vision, hearing, height and weight, posture and dental. Any
physical needs indicating further examination or treatment were referred to
the parents. An immunization survey was done and parents were notified of
services available to complete the student's vaccinations.
The primary aim of the educational program is to encourage a progression
of health awareness through developing the students' understanding and
responsibility for their body and their health. Topics explored were personal
hygiene, nutrition, actual care, safety and first aid, prevention and control of




1979 REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
THOMAS J. WATMAN
TO
THE CITIZENS OF THE STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
Congratulations to the citizens of Stoddard! The recent completion of the new
elementary school stands as testimony to the support of the community for good
education for their children, the cooperation and support of the community for
this project has been outstanding.
The work of Warren Tracy in overseeing the project and fine cooperation
of the MacMillan Company are commendable examples of the fine job done in
meeting the challenge presented by last year's tragic destruction of the old
school.
Our teacher, Barbara Cutting, aides Lucy HiU and Arm Couturier are to be
commended for the extra efforts they have given to the students while the
new building was under construction. The cooperation of the Selectmen is
also greatly appreciated, as is the extra effort made by custodian Cathy
Fleming.
We are especially pleased that the Title IV grant obtained by Mrs. Cutting and
this office has resulted in students having an excellently coordinated reading
program available to them in all grades and that the District has been able to
meet several students' special needs.
It would appear that the next challenge that we will need to address will
be how to meet several program needs where the school does not yet meet
State Elementary School Minimum Requirements. There is a need to provide
part-time art, part-time physical education, part-time guidance and certified
library services. Most of these services are now provided by many elementary
schools in New Hampshire. We will be investigating how these services might
be provided by cooperation with other school districts or by the use of
licensed consultants. Further recommendations will be provided in the future.
It has been a distinct pleasure for this office to be of service to the people of
Stoddard this past year. The sincere interest of the School Board in good
education and the excellent work of Mrs. Cutting has made our job all the
more rewarding. We will continue our efforts to provide good education for







The year 1979 was an eventful one for the Stoddard School. On Tuesday,
February 6th the school burned flat. Many people ralhed together and helped
us put ourselves back together again. Equipment and suppUes v^ere donated by
schools in the area, time and help v^as given by the P. T. A. and the Town
HaU was to be the school site for the rest of the year. Classes resumed in the
Town HaU on Monday, February 12th. It was quite an adjustment for the
students getting used to different text books. Enrollment reached a low in the
Spring of 25, and a high in the Fall of 35. We have had a minimum of 34
students in grades 1 thru 6 since we opened school in the FaU.
Some of the people who have contibuted to the success of the school this
year are: Paraprofessional Aides, Lucy HiU and Ann Couturier, Music Teacher,
Holly Weinberg, volunteer Physical Education Teacher, Mary Conklin,
volunteer Art Teacher, Beverly Power, Librarian Dot Patnode, Custodian
Kathy Fleming and school bus drivers, Joan Read and Judy Hayes. Many
thanks go to the P. T. A. for helping and funding some of our special
programs.
The educational program stresses Math, Metrics, Health, Social Studies,
Science, Physical Education, Music and Art. We have a new Language Arts
program which was funded by a Title IV Grant written by Mrs. Cutting. The
AIRS Program, Andover Individualized Reading System, has many
components. They are: Reading Comprehension, Grammar, Structural Skills,
Phonics, Spelling, Handwriting, Dictation and Reading for enjoyment. Students
are taught in a varied manner. Some subjects are taught in small, on grade
level groups. Sometimes the student does independent work and often we
work with large mixed grade level groups.
Several field trips were taken in the year 1979. In the Spring a Science
field trip was taken to Island Pond. We enjoyed the information Mr. John
Ferguson, the County Forester, shared with us. Our Social Studies trip to
Strawbery Banke was a huge success. We even enjoyed our picnic lunch at the
ocean. This Fall the P.T.A. sponsored a trip to Nathaniel Hawthorne College
for a play. Mr. Bemier took us for a hike to a beaver pond.
We have continued with some of the traditional programs of the past years.
In the Spring, Prize Speaking and the Memorial Day Services were held. We
had the "End of the Year Picnic" in June. Since school has started we have
had our Aimual Halloween Costume Parade and Christmas Program.
Thanks to Judy Farrey and the Cheshire County Extension Service many
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special moments were enjoyed by the students. There were special talks by
I.Y.F.E. students, a visit by the "Talking Bicycle" and a visit from a mother
cow and her calf. Dr. and Mrs. Robinson showed slides from the Keene
Garden Club. "Smokey the Bear" was very popular when he visited with his
partner. We continue to enjoy films on a variety of subjects? these films are
furnished by national companies.
In co-operation with the Guidance Department, at Keene Junior High
School, several programs were planned for the sixth grade students. These
included a slide presentation, question and answer period, a visit to the Junior
High and a special meeting to acquaint the parents with the Junior High.
Moving into our new school was an exciting time for all. We started
moving a few things at a time with the help of the staff, students and parents.
On Sunday, December 9th many of the townspeople showed up to help us
move the furniture and equipment. We were all shocked and saddened at the
burning of our old school. For many of the people it held a lot of memories.
We are proud of our new facility with its large play area. If any of you would
like to visit us, please feel free to do so.
At the risk of repeating ourselves, we would like to again thank the town
on behalf of the school. We appreciate the accommodations offered us, the
work of the school board and various committees, many gifts of labor and
materials in setting up after the fire, and moving. Without the cooperation of
everyone, from the students, to the parents, to the townspeople we might
have had a disastrous year. Our personal thanks to Ann and Lucy. We have
had to work under some unusual circumstances this year. Despite our
setbacks, we feel the students of Stoddard have received a continuing
education. Many thanks to everyone who supported us.
Barbara Cutting
Teacher/Principal
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